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This is the last issue of Exponentfor the academic year 1962 - 1963. May a few very personal observations and a bit of nostalgia be forgiven an editor who finds herself among the current class
of graduating seniors.
When one passes four years of one’s life in a particular environment, one is bound to
notice changes along the way and to realize that one has changed oneself.
The Exponent of 1963 is certainly a different magazine (for better or for worse) than the
Exponent published when this author was a freshman. As a magazine changes hands, it receives a new
and vitalizing influence from each new set of editors. May it continue to do so in the future. Certainly
no one can doubt that Exponent has grownalittle every year of its existence.
UD has also grownalittle — it will grow much more before many years pass. The UD of
today is a far cry from the old St. Mary's Institute; the UD of tomorrow will be vastly different from the
school we know today. It is both humbling andalittle frightening to know that change will happen whether we are here to help it or not. The destruction of the old to make way for the new inspires in some a
certain dread of change — a dread which should never be permitted to impede the path of true progress.
UD is growing up — not merely physically by the addition of new buildings and an increased enrollment, but intellectually as well. A new climate of mind may be sensed among its students; a
new excitement is replacing the old apathy. To be sure, the hollow minds and shallow souls are ever
with us. But the majority of students are beginning to come awake —to stretch their intellectual limbs and
walk a little - those first few faltering steps. May God grant that those little steps soon becomea firm
and manlike stride.
Over the years there has been an increase both in quantity and quality of the material
submitted to Exponent for publication. Let no one say our students are afraid to write — or fearful of

criticism. We wish to warmly thank and congratulate all of our contributors. In the last analysis, they
alone make a magazine.
Thanks are also due to the staff which has molded and shaped Exponent to their ideals:
from Mary Altick and Robert Killian, our associate editors, to Dan Spillane and Herb Fox, our art men;

from Mike Steverwalt, our chief copy reader, to all the artists and other contributors who have made

this magazine a reality. Both Jim and | are sincerely grateful for their invaluable assistance.
Next year, Exponent will have a new set of editors. To them we wish the very best of fortune’s blessings. To the student body we give the charge of expressing through the pages of the new
Exponent all the thoughts, fears, hopes, frustrations, and triumphs which make themselves known to the
heart of man. May the birth pangs of your intellectual awakening bring to fruit and flower the high form

by Anita Amato

of literary expression of which you are indeed capable.
God bless you, and farewell.
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Liz headlights pierced through

the night and the speeding car slashed through
the rain with a savage fury. Inside, the driver

“IT remember how you used to do
things I’d get blamed for in college and high
school and how you used to cheat me out of

sir, we've really been good buddies for a long
time.”

The driver put the car into neu-

my pay gambling while we were in the Army.
Why, I even pulled a lot of your details for you

tral and opened the door.
into leaving me you just went too far. I can

things to irritate me in that time, Sam. But,
I

in the service, but I’ve never minded.
“We've been really good buddies.
“You know somethin’? I really
didn’t even mind too much when you told me
the business had been failing, and you bought
me out dirt cheap. You see, Sam, I always kind
of figured the business was yours anyway.”
The driver slowed and stopped as
the car approached a sharp turn.

really never cared because we have been bud-

“Why, Sam, I can even forgive

reached through the open window, put the car

dies. Not just friends, Sam, but real buddies.

you for having that affair with my wife. Yes,

into drive and released the emergency brake.

looked over at the slouched figure beside him.
“Sam, do you realize just how
long we've been together? Why, I guess we’ve

been together for more than twenty years now.
“We went all through high school
and college together, we even went through the
army together and into business together when
we got out. We’ve sure been together a long
time.

“You know? You've donealot of

“But, Sam, when you talked Julie
never forgive you for that, Sam.”
Reaching far across the seat, the
driver pulled the leaden figure across the seat
and carefully placed it behind the wheel.
“T really hate to do this. Sam, it
hurts me that you would have gone this far to
embarrass me.”
The driver slammed the car door,

“Well, so long, old buddy. Good
luck!”’
Watching with tired eyes, the driv-

er saw the car gain momentum, until it finally
went crashing through the guard rail and down
into the ravine.
You know, Sam, you left me
nothing to live for. Nothing! You could have

had everything if you had just asked. Everything, that is, except Julie. Now I’ve got nothing.”

Slowly he pulled a .45 from his
huge coat pocket.

by Paul K. Kahl

GOOO
BUCIES

his fate shall BE an Echo
a: people walked by the house, they could

usually hear John playing his flute. The house was ina
very dilapidated state. For years it had needed a painting. There was junk scattered about the back yard. Dirty,
black smoke billowed out of the chimney in the winter,
scarring that part of the roof that was local to the chimney. What furnishings a passerby could see through the
front window were of an earlier part of the century. John’s
music always fit in with the house - dark and moody.
John was 43, his slender body and whitishblond hair making him look twenty years younger. He
lived in the house with his mother, a strong-willed woman

who supported them both by working atthecandy counter
at the local theatre. As far as people knew, John had never
held a job. His days were spent in the house playing his

flute, reading, painting, and smoking his pipe. He never
left the house except to run an occasional errand for his

mother, which he always did like a young boy running
his first errand. In the summer he would, on occasion,
take his easel, canvas, paints, brushes, linseed oil, and

turpentine to the riverbank, which was only two blocks

away, to sit and transpose to canvas the surrounding
scene. Then, too, on Sundays, he would walk to church,

always with his pipe in his mouth. Other than these times

he never ventured out of the house until he was 40 years
old, when he asked his mother to buy himabicycle.

She bought it for him. A fine looking bicycle, too, it was,

the window with tears in his eyes. He missed his mother very much and

blue with white trimming. Now he spent the warm days of spring, sum-

would lie awake in bed at night whispering her name into his tear-soaked
pillow. He became so lonely that he refused to talk whatsoever anymore.

mer, and autumn riding about town looking very proud and satisfied,
though he sat slouched over the handlebars of the bike. After he had the
bicycle two months his mother bought him a basket to put on the bicycle.
He spent a laborious July morning attaching the basket, since he wasn’t
at all mechanical. No one could have been more pleased than John when
he finally got the basket on the bike. Now he would run errands for

The doctors tried to get him to talk by summoning his mother, who had

broken off all connections with him. She refused them, her heart aching
with sorrow. How she did so much want to see him, though! She felt it
was better this way, however.

mother riding down the street to the store on his bike. How satisfied he
was to ride home with a carton of soft drinks or a couple loaves of bread

John had almost given up playing the flute, he was so
lonely. When he did play it was always the same melody, only darker,
sadder, gloomier than before. He would play, the doctors noticed, with

in the basket!

an intense searching look about the room. They couldn't understand this.

Neighboring families never made fun of John. They pitied

One night John played his flute near the window of his

him. The parents learned to do this when John was just a small child,

One day people noticed that John’s flute-playing had stop-

darkened room, still searching the surroundings with his eyes. After a
half hour of playing his look turned to hopelessness. He hung his head
and went to sit on a stool in the corner. He began to cry as he did every
night. Everything seemed lost to him anymore. He missed his mother

ped. They became anxious about him and started paging the obituaries.

more and more each day, and he longed to ride his shiny bicycle again.

and they conveyed this feeling to their children. If a child made fun of
John, he was promptly reprimanded and punished for his jestings.

John had always beena fragile person. A bad heart, they thought. But
no, John was not mentioned in the newspapers. People began to wonder

even more when on the sunniest of days John did not ride his bicycle.
What could have happened to him? No one dared approach his mother,

In a way, however, he knew he would never see his mother again, nor

would he ride his bicycle again. This only served to redouble his sorrow.
After a while he heard thedoortohis room open. He looked
up to see a shadow hovering in the doorway. The shadow looked darker
than any John had ever seen before.A tall, lithe figure began to advance
towards the corner in which John sat huddled. John felt no fear. Hope-

since she was as quiet as John. John’s fate was left to rumor. Little did
the people suspect that John might be in an asylum, though in the backs
of their minds they knew he was crazy.

lessness still lingered in his eyes, but, as the figure’s face was made visible

It was true, however; John had been committed to the in-

by the moonlight, John’s gaze of despair changed to hope and happiness.

sane asylum in the next county. Hewasvery unhappy and couldn’t imag-

ine where he was. He stayed in his room as much as possible sitting by

Death had heard his song!

by Henry W. Cepluch
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by J. Wayne Sweeny
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| t was hot. Hot from the sun, not humid. It wasn’t hot like
when I was young, though. I remember the tar in the street used to stick

ten, there were new boards where old ones had broken through. I sat on
the edge of the porch and spit on the brick sidewalk. I supposed the side-

to my feet and burn them. But my feet got used to it, the heat and the tar.

walk was first laid a hundred and fifty years ago. That was at the very

My grandmother used to pour water from the antique wash pitcher into

least.

the wash basin and I would go out on the back porch in front of the
sheds in the shade and wash the blackness off my feet.
Looking at my long feet down at the foot of the bed I wondered how they had ever been small enough to wash in her hand basin.
The book I was reading was one of the collection Mamie’s brother had
left her. A history of the Civil War battles, in one of which he was mentioned. The page which bore his name and valor was dog-eared and
marked with pen. Despite my relative’s fame, the book couldn’t hold my

To the right of Mamie’s was an old building, in half of
which Agnes still had her hardware store. Half the time that was where
I bought the sweets and fudgesicles that enlightened my childhood in
Zaleski. The townsmen, invariably dressed in coveralls, were always in

good turn-out around her pot-bellied stove. They seldom noticed my
purposeful intrusions. They were busied with tobacco and shifting their
propped feet against the dormant stove. The gas pump was still one of
only two in the town. But she had since erected a new Pure sign to stiffen

interest, not in Zaleski, not at my “grandmother’s little domicile.” I

things for her competition.

walked from the bedroom through the front room and stopped to look
at her corner cabinet with the glass doors and all the interesting antiques

To the right of the hardware store was the post office. A
fresh coat of grey paint accomplished its purpose, it was clean and gov-

and things behind their guardian glass doors that were always locked,
or appeared as though they were. I had seen the antiques many times
since the first time I came to Mamie’s. I remember she told me she had
just four boxes nailed together for a house. I called her a liar when I

ernmental looking. As much as can be expected. I always went for the
weren’t the writing type. A dog would always occupy the most conspicuous spot in front of the post office. When the mail was late, pulling ticks

saw it, I was just five. I told her it wasn’t just four boxes nailed together

would be my waiting game.

but the nicest house I’d ever seen. It was, in a way.
Behind the glass doors of the corner cabinet was the chain

in the post office. It was there because of no return address; that, and be-

carved of wood. Her brother had carved it. It really was a nicely carved
chain. I looked at it a long time wondering how it had been carved. I

tried to think of how it looked to me when I first saw it. She would sit me
on the couch and hand itto me, telling me to be careful. This was the same
chain that I had held so carefully on the old couch. I thought I should get
a tear in my eye or something, thinking of me then, only five, and now,

and how things have changed so much. I couldn’t get a tear in my eye so
I shook the string of chimes from seven foreign nations that hung from

mail, and there was usually none. Mamie had friends, but I guess they

One day there wasaletter tacked up on the bulletin board

cause it was addressed to God. There was just “God” written in large red
letters on the front. It had a postage stamp and all, but I guess it was just
too much for Mr. West, the postmaster, to route. When I got back with
the mail and told everybody about the letter I had to laugh again. Some
boys and I had told Mr. West that we would deliver it for him.

To the right of the post office was an old brick building
not in use now. Two men in dirty coveralls sat on the limestone steps. I

the archway beside the cabinet. I was quite tall enough to reach them
now. As I went onto the porch I gave the screen door an extra little push

admired their bravery, for on those same steps ten years ago a boy was
knifed. I have never walked past that building at night since.
To the right of the old brick building was another brick

just to hear the familiar slam. The small wooden porch was getting rot-

building, or rather the remains of one. I was told that it used to bea fine

hotel. That was, I suppose, in the days when Zaleski was a thriving town,
before the railroad ceased to stop here.
Down from the old hotel, about a hundred yards from
Mamie’s front porch, was the train station. It is a small station, now just

a place where mail is picked up and sometimes left off. I will always
treasure in my memory the sound of a train passing through in the night,
blasting through the fog, whistling, screaming, rumbling, fading.
Across from the old hotel on the other side of the tarred
street was a saloon. They call them saloons in Zaleski although they are
technically probably just bars. I remember only one thing about this saloon from my childhood. I was with my parents one night and had fallen
asleep in one of the hard wooden booths. It was very late. I was awakened

by the shouts of Mr. Calloway. He was very drunk and demanding
money from his wife who was sitting with Mamie and my parents. Under-

stand, these weren’t my parent’s chosen friends, rather the sons and
daughters of my grandmother’s friends.
To the left of the saloon, across from the post office, was

the torn-down brick remains of the meeting hall. The farmers from out
of town came in once a month to a big revival meeting in this building
before they tore it down. I suppose a month is a long time to be out on a

tired from their singing, they had been going at it all night. Then a man
from the front row ran up to the preacher and fell on his knees screaming,
“My God, I have strayed away from You, my wife, and I, and the kids.”
It scared me at first, he was screaming loud. But mother smiled and put
her arm around me soI just watched. They started singing after everybody had said their Amen’s to the man on his knees. A man who was by
himself handed mother a hymnal opened to the place and we sang with
them.
The girl playing the guitar was looking at me. She was

singing beautifully right along with everybody else, throwing her head
back every now and then and swirling her long blond hair. Even though
I was seven, and she wasafew years older than me, I guess I loved her.

I loved her most because I had never seen hair so blond or eyes so blue.
Some of the older men were looking at her too, but she was looking at
me. I didn’t like the way they were looking at her, especially at a revival.
I went into kind of a trance looking into her blue eyes and listening to her
voice and guitar playing, I wished her guitar playing, and singing, and
smiling could go on forever, with me just watching.
Across from Agnes’ hardware store was the pride of Vinton

one of these meetings. The fog had come in and the one bright streetlight

County. The tallest building in Vinton County was abrick edifice, three
stories tall. The first floor had four immense windows facing the tarred
street, two of which had been partially boarded up. I had never bothered
to look in the windows. A large tin awning extended over the sidewalk.

was displaying it in the center of town. All the saloons were sounding

The third floor was the only floor inuse. I think the Masons used it.

their contents with loud juke boxes playing western and country music.
The tar street was still warm from the sun and as we walked across the

Directly across the street from Mamie’s wasafreshly painted white building trimmed in green. It had two stories. The first floor was

farm without having a revival, but they really used to shout it up.
One night just within my remembrance mother took me to

street toward the meeting hall I knew I was picking up tar and pebbles.

a grocery store. This fact was boldly announced in neat white letters in

When we walked in everyone turned and looked at us. They didn’t miss

one of the windows. Above the store is where Mr. Calhoun lived. He was

a note in the hillbillyish hymn they were singing. A lady was playing the

the owner. This fact was also boldly announced in neat white letters in the

piano anda girl a few years older than me was playing a guitar. This
was all the music they had for their singing. The small room smelled

opposite window. Next to his grocery store he hadatourist rest. It was
also a freshly painted white frame building. Needless to say, there was a

sweaty and musty. It was a different smell, kind of exciting. After we got

sign out front. Around his tourist rest he had a small stone wall. The

a seat and found our place in the hymnal the singing stopped. They were

stones were painted a variety of colors. I have heard many bad things

about Charlie. But I believe only what I see. I have seen his badly lame

were young people. I think there are about four illegitimate children born

dog, his three wives come and go, and occasionally I have seen him play-

each year in Zaleski. Everything was in its place in Zaleski, though. And
it was clean, like a field of grain or a forest after a rain. I had come here
for fifteen years and it was the same each summer, it never changed.
Except maybe when they put inthewater lines a couple years ago or when

ing poker behind the meat counter. Charlie has had two heart attacks;
they don’t expect him to live.

To the left of Mamie’s house and across from Charlie’s
Tourist Rest is Ernie’s Grocery Store. I remember Mr. Tack, he was in

competition with Agnes for my sweets trade, used to give candy to little
girls if they would do adancefor him out in front of the store. They would
dance and he would smile. He would always give them the candy when
they were finished. I spent much of my childhood in Zaleski sitting on
Ernie’s front steps listening to men talk about who would be next marshal. Ernie was about the wealthiest man in town. At least, his house be-

hind the store on top of his green, well-trimmed hill was the nicest in town.
About two months ago Ernie was beaten unconscious behind his store

after closing up. Later he was able to identify the boy that had taken all
his money.
About a hundred feet to the left of Ernie Tack’s Grocery
Store was Johnny’s Saloon. Old Button Bates used to drink his daily
case of beer there. He’s in the old folks home now. Button used to take
dad turtle hunting when he was a boy. Dad was very fondof Button.
Sometimes I could hear the juke box playing until I went to sleep at night.
It was usually playing, “How Much Is that Hound Dog in the Window?”

Up from Johnny’s Saloon, facing the end of the tarred
street, was the jail, an old brick building two stories tall. The jail house

people started putting in inside toilets; but it was to me, sitting there on
the rotting front porch looking at it, as it was fifteenyears ago when I
first saw it. The same tarred street winding across the creek, across the
railroad tracks, through Zaleski, and out seven miles to the lake. The
same store, the same saloons, the same owners. The same old men walk-

ing along slowly, looking like they had lost something but didn’t care
much about finding it. The same girls in tight shorts and the same boys
in tight pants. The same tourists driving through to the lake. The same
people. It seemed that if somebody died there would be someone just like
him to take his place. The whole town seemed to move in slow motion at
times, not caring about the rest of the world.
I suddenly became aware of a sound that I had heard
many times before. I had never known what it was, I had never ques-

tioned it. I had been used to the city sounds that go without notice. But
for the first time I was aware that this sound was out of place, it rudely
intruded upon the quiet little town. It was a loud engine accompanied by
regular intervals of backfire. Just at that moment my father came around
the side of the house.
“Come on, son, I want to show you something.”

he would tell me about when Count Zaleski came over from Rumania or
some place like that, and built his castle that still stands outside of town
toward the cemetery.
Aside from houses enough for a couple of hundred people,

We walked up the alley beside the house toward an old
building behind Agnes’ store that looked somewhat like a stable.
‘““Who’s running that engine, dad?”
“That’s what I’m going to show you.’
The door to the stable-looking building was slightly ajar.

six churches, and plenty of trees, that was all of Zaleski. I could see al-

Dad swung it open and we went in. It was an old blacksmith’s shop. Di-

most all of it from the rotting porch, back a piece from the brick side-

rectly in front of me wasa brick hearth with a bellows to the left of it. Pushed back against the wall was an anvil. The wooden planks of the floor

also housed the fire engine. I used to sit with Mr. Potts, the marshal, and

walk, back a piece from the hot tarred street, where I was sitting.

Zaleski was old, as were the people in it. Of course there’

>

had wooden pegs in them. Scraps of metal, nails, and a mixture of saw-

dust and dust covered the floor. Huge crossbeams supported the roof.

A maze of cobwebs ran between the beams. On the walls hung things of
every description, and some that defied my description. Hammers, pieces
of rope, leather straps of all lengths, horseshoes, old bridles, tools that I
had never seen before, pieces of metal and iron of many different shapes,
and a long horse hair brush were just some that caught my attention at
a brief glance. It was evident that none of the walls’ adornment had been
used for some time.
“T used to come here, son, when I was a boy and watch

Mr. Calloway shoe horses.” The engine got louder so I didn’t bother to
reply. I followed dad to the other end of the L-shaped building where
Mr. Calloway was working. He didn’t look up when we approached him
so we just stepped back and watched. I felt he didn’t know we were there.
The other end of the building was what might be called a
sawmill. As Mr. Calloway drew a long board through the saw dad said
something; I got only the movement of his lips but I nodded. I watched
the old man, waiting for him to look up. Like his face, his hands were
brown and wrinkled. It looked as though he wore gloves. His fingers
were stubby and crooked, fingernails were missing. His age would have

been hard to estimate. He wore a checkered flannel shirt, a new pair of
coveralls, and he had a red polka dot bandanna around his neck. We
stood and watched him.
Above our heads wasa series of small belts that ran to
various saws and other machines of different kinds and sizes. Some of
the belts were spinning and their respective machines were fast in motion.
There was a larger belt attached to the saw that Mr. Calloway was now

By then Mr. Calloway had finished with the saw. He went
back to the engine and slipped the big belt off and all the machines stopped. He picked up the other big belt and proceeded to place it on the engine. All this time the engine kept running, we went unnoticed by him,

and I said a prayer for his fingers holding that big belt.
There was a large drum that projected from the side of the
engine. It was spinning. Mr. Calloway placed the big belt against the
drum. The engine backfired a couple of times, the leather belt hissed
against the metal, and he pushed. The belt snapped back in refusal. He
went through the same procedure once again. Again the big leather belt
snapped back in refusal, this time causing him to lose his balance.
“Why doesn’t he stop the engine and putit on, dad?”
“Just watch.”
He did the same thing five times more, straining his whole
body against the belt. He failed each time. Sweat broke out on his forehead. He put the bandanna in his back pocket and picked up the belt
again. It seemed he was still unaware of our presence. He tried the belt

again. Again he failed. I felt sorry for him and wanted to help. I thought
of how stubborn he was and all his kind. He probably didn’t even have
water piped into his house and still used an outside toilet. The jackass!

He picked up the belt again and looked over at the plane that he wanted
to use. He pushed it against the metal drum and it hissed loudly. Then

with what seemed to be a supremeefforthe pushed his whole body against
the belt. All the machines spun into motion, the belt was on. I looked at

dad, he winked. Mr. Calloway walked slowly overto the lathe and picked
up the long board. He ran it across the lathe. He stood it up and looked

using which would slip occasionally under pressure and then crack back

at it, running his hand over it. He ran it across the plane again, then

into use as though he had ordered it to do so. All of these belts were on a

turned it over and did the same. He laid the board down and walked with
effort to the engine and shut it off. Taking his bandanna out of his pocket
and wiping his forehead he looked at us for the first time. The absence of
the sound of the engine left my ears ringing.

long spindle which ran across the main beam of the roof to the place
where the main belt was attached. This belt ran to the engine and pro-

vided the impetus to run all the machines. Now I realized that there were
two spindles and two main belts, which accounted for only half of the
machines running.

Dad said, pointing to the engine, “Hadalittle trouble,

huh?”

15

“Yea, it’s a good ole engine.’’ He was probably hard of

“Yes,” said Mr. Calloway as he took his razor handle and
put it back in the drawer.

hearing.
Dad, now shouting to make him hear, “I'll bet you don’t

remember me, do you, Mr. Calloway?”
‘““No, can’t say as I rightly do.’ Hewas squinting his whole

face in a kind of puzzled look. He looked at dad a long time, then over
to me, smiling.
“I’m Mamie’s son, down the alley here, you know,” dad
made him hear.

“Oh yes, well how ya been, haven't seen you in along
time, how ya been, how ya been, suppose this here’s your son?” He said
this whole sentence very slowly and in one breath, running the words
together.

“I’ve been fine. Yes, this is my son.” We shook hands. “I
was just telling him about you and Hiram Jackson. You remember Hiram Jackson, don’t you?”
A big smile came over his face replacing the squint. “Yea,
ole Hiram was a great fella. I remember when he was building that porch
across the street and got stumped. A great carpenter, Hiram was. Well,

he came over to ask me what I thought he ought to do. Well, I told him.
Yea, Hiram wasa g great fella.”” Dad was smiling g at this description
of.
Pp
his uncle.

“T just thought I’d bring my son in and show him the same
thing I used to watch when I was a kid.”
Mr. Calloway looked at me smiling and squinting at the

‘Well, my son and I don’t want to keep you from your
work, so....”

“Yea, I still work as much as I can these days.”

‘Good-bye now and thanks for letting us watch,” dad
said ina little louder voice.
‘
“Any time at all, any time at all.”’ We all shook hands.

Dad and[Ileft.
In front of the house the street was just as I had left it, the
men sitting, chewing, spitting. When I looked up toward the jail I saw
a man riding down the middle of the street on a donkey. Children were

running alongside of him, throwing pebbles at the donkey. They shouted
jeers at him. He was smiling. All of the men and women on the street were
following him with their eyes. I had certainly never seen this man before.
I asked the postmaster, who was passing, who the man was. He smiled
and said that he was just a farmer who came into town once every two
weeks to buy groceries and post his mail. He told me that never since he
had been postmaster had that man picked up any mail, only posted it.

He said that other than that he didn’t know the man.
I watched the man on the donkey ride down past the saloon, past Ernie’s toward Charlie’s Grocery. He got off his donkey, pat-

ted it on the rump, and tied it to the tree in front of the store.
In a little while the man came out of the store with a cloth

‘Oh, just some wood paneling for Mrs. Ackerson. Don’t
get much done these days, ya know.” His smile had gone but the squint
remained as he shuffled his foot in the wood ravelings on the floor. “I

bag over his shoulder. A dog ran up to his feet wagging its tail, it was
evident the dog knew him. He reached down and scratched the dog’s ear,
and finding a tick removed it. He got on his donkey and rode back up
toward the jail. A man passed and waved to him. I guess he knew him.
The children followed for a while and then ran off.
The sun was done for the day. There would be fog tonight.

made a razor handle just last week, though.” He went over to his clutter-

The street was clearing. Ernie’s screen door slammed leaving silence.

same time, “Yea.” I smiled in return.

‘“‘What are you making, Mr. Calloway?’ I asked.

ed bench and found it in a drawer. “Here it is.”
‘“‘That’s very nice, Mr. Calloway,” I said.

The wooden chain was blurred behind the glass by the final
hues of daylight, anda tear.

Louis R. Vitacco
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the happy people

| had the opportunity to talk with
a new, rising movie actress. “Oh yes,” she re-

marked, “I am very happy now. Why shouldn’t
I be? The world is being very goodto me. Why,
it seems as if only yesterday that I boarded
my rocket, and today I am almost there. Who
knows? By tomorrow I may have reached my
star!

palaces of kings and queens!

“And my automobiles - I own
two Cadillacs, a black one for day-driving and
a white one for night-driving.
“I have traveled all over the
world. Why, every two months I take a vacation. I even own a yacht - two of them.

“T live a life of leisure - why not,
I can afford it, there is nothing that I cannot

“I’ve given enough of my life to
this world to get what I’ve wanted, and now the
world is giving it to me.

do, for I have money - money, the ticket to
the ends of the earth.

“Don’t you see, I’m an actress -

above all, I have a name. I am somebody.”
Then why is it, I asked myself,
that one who was so happy took his own life
only a few months after I had spoken with him?
Why is it that in all his possessions he also
owned a gun with which he shot himself?
The world was shocked by his
queer death. People said: “Why would he do
such a thing? He had everything, everything
he had ever wanted.”
Oh yes, it is true: what he wanted

I’m going to be a star! Think of it: I'll be famous; I'll be rich. I1l have fan clubs, and
thousands of unknown admirers. That is, I

won't know them, but they’ll know me. That’s
all that counts, isn’t it? Me?

“After all, it’s my world now. All
mine. Just me!”’

She was right, too. The world
was hers, for not too long after I had spoken to
her she had becomeastar. But shortly after
she had reached her stardom a strange thing

happened. The headlines in the newspaper read
this way: “Actress Commits Suicide: Body

Found at Bottom of River.” Further on in the
article I found these words: “She had just become a star... she was so happy.” But when
-one thinks of it, although the world had become

hers, she had also become the world’s.
I had another opportunity to talk
with a top executive of a great international
company. “Oh my,” he boasted proudly, “‘of
course I am happy. How ridiculous to think

otherwise. Look! Look at all I have.
‘“My clothes are of the finest that
money can buy. And my property — why, my
dear fellow, I live in a mansion. It has twelve
television sets, heated swimming pool, it is furnished with items from all over the world, from

“But let me tell you something:

he had, but then, what he had wanted him.
Strange, isn’t it?

The last person with whom I
spoke wasn’t exactly a happy man. His life had

fancies exactly as I want them, for the world is
afraid of me. It fears me.
“I am great; I am powerful; I am
famous. All that there is is mine. And all that
there is comes to me. Everyone comes to me.
Get that?I go to no one.”

He was right. Others did come
to him, especially those who were close to him,
for they came to his burial. His death was as
violent as his life. His body, full of bullet holes,

was discovered as it rolled out of a garbage
can, when the garbage collectors had tipped the
can into the truck to empty it of trash.

Dear heavenly Father, I have
nothing: neither anything nor anyone. I have
neither friends nor acquaintances, there is no
one. I have no possessions. I own no earthly

goods, save for the clothes on my body.
But then, dear heavenly Father,
I do not want friends or acquaintances. For
should I have friends, then shall I also be
bound by friendship. Nor do I want any earthly goods. For should I possess anything, then
shall
Ialso be bound by possession.
And so, dear heavenly Father, I
- am alone. But not only am Ialone, but rather

been spent as that of a gangster. “No, I’m not
exactly the happiest man in the world,” he told
me, “but I do have other things.

I am free. For I have nothing, and in having
nothing I am free from everything.

“Tell me, where can you find any

I can turn to You alone. And there is nothing

And being free from everything,

other person as powerful as I am?Just think of

then but You — just You — alone.

it: I snap my fingers and immediately whatever
I desire is mine. People do not say ‘no’ to me.
They always fulfill my every wish - no matter
how great.

Suddenly I have everything; for
You are everything. And thus everything is
mine alone!

Thank you, dear heavenly Fath-

““Of course, there were those who

er, for the world does not know me. Funny,

tried to refuse, but unfortunately for them, they

isnt it, for I know the world. Yet to them, Iam

suffered most pitifully.

a nameless, faceless creature — a mere number

“But now, I control the world

from my chair. And the world caters to all my,

in a long line of figures. But to You, lama
son! Thank you, for Iam very happy.
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The Grapes
of Wrath

words have become simple and ideas unorthodox. ‘‘Just Jim Casy now. Ain’t got the call no
more. Got a lot of sinful idears — but they seem
kinda sensible.”
Emerson gave up ministry because of his unorthodoxy. Casy says, ‘“‘Why do
we got to hang it on God or Jesus? Maybe it’s all
men and all women we love; maybe that’s the
Holy Sperit——the human Sperit—the whole
shebang. Maybe all men got one big soul ever’
body’s a part of.’’ This is a direct reference to
the Emersonian over soul in which all men participate and are unified.

Casy goes into the wilderness to
save his soul. Here he experiences a religious
feeling of identity with nature — ‘‘There was the
Hills, an’ there was me, an’ we wasn’t separate
no more. We was one thing an’ that one thing
was holy.’’ This passage reminds us of Emer-

son’s feeling of holiness in unity.
Love is its demand, and Jim Casy
The philosophy of the novel is in-

preaches the religion of love. Lust of possession

terpreted and employed by Jim Casy, ‘“‘the
preacher.” It motivates and gives significance to
the lives of Tom Joad, Ma, and Rose of Sharon.
Steinbeck uses three American philosophies,
welding them together into this social novel of
the migrant labor problem in California in the depression of the 30’s. We see the mystical trans-

isolates a man from his fellows and destroys the
unity of nature and the love of man. The results

with a preacher it’s all right because nobody

of absentee ownership are shown throughout the
story. The plot centers around those owners in
Oklahoma who leave the poor land unattended
and force the Joads to go elsewhere to seekaliving. There is no personal communication and
love breaks down. Man has lost touch with nature with the coming of machines. So now there
is no communion between man and nature.
Here we see the Protestant paradox
— when men resist unjust and selfish authority, they themselves become ‘‘whole’’ in
spirit. In the beginning of the novel we see the
men’s reaction to the drought when ‘“‘the faces
of the watching men lost their bemused perplex-

would fool around with a preacher anyway.”’ But
soon after, Tom meets Jim Casy and finds him

ity and became hard and angry and resistant.
Then the women knew that they were safe...

changed. ‘‘I was a preacher,”’ says the man seri-

their men were whole.”’
In Ma’s last visit to Tom, we see
her faith in her kind of people and her realization that they need direction and leadership in

cendentalism of Emerson, the earthly democracy
of Whitman, the pragmatic instrumentalism of
William James and John Dewey.

“Ever know a guy that said big
words like that?’ asks the truck driver in the
first narrative chapter of ‘‘The Grapes of Wrath.”
“Preacher,”’ replies Tom Joad. ‘‘Well, it makes

you mad to hear a guy use big words. Course

ously, ‘but not no more.’’ Because Casy has
ceased to be an orthodox minister and no longer
uses big words, Tom Joad plays around with him.
Jim Casy continues to preach —

order to stay whole. Tom will have to be a fugi-

tive the rest of his life —if he
trouble and has his fingerprints
be sent back to Oklahoma to
again for breaking parole. He has

ever gets into
taken, he will
be imprisoned
killed two men.

He could easily become an outlaw like Pretty Boy
Floyd whom his father speaks of: ‘‘I know’d Pretty Boy Floyd, Ma. He wasn’t a bad boy. Jus’ got
drove in a corner.’’ Tom is in a corner too, but

instead of taking the easy way out, bitterness

have no soul that was his’n. Says he found he
just got a piece of a big soul. Says a wilderness
ain’t no good ’cause his little piece of a soul
wasn’t no good ’less it was with the rest, an’ was

whole.’’ Unlike Emerson who had said goodbye
to the proud world, these latter-day Americans
must live in the midst of it. ‘‘l know now,’’ concludes Tom, “‘a fella ain’t no good alone.”

and frustration and banditry and murder, he has

Formerly, the only unit of human
love was the family and the family remains the

decided to work toward some of the things Casy
was finding out before the defenders of liberty

Wrath” consists in the breakup of the family.
But the new moral of this novel is that love of
all people —if it is unselfish — may even super-

ple out of the wilderness. Ma says, ‘“‘Why Tom,

symbolically transmutes her maternal love to a

we’re the people that live. They ain’t gonna wipe
us out. Why we’re the people —we go on.”’ The
passive individual is transformed into the active
participant
—the idealist becomes the pragmatist, as in the philosophies of James and John
Dewey.

love of all people. Here is a new realization of
“the word democratic, the word en masse.”

come out. The two men squat on their hams and
’ the women and children listen.” Here is the

“‘node’’ — the new nucleus. ‘‘And from this first
‘we,’ there grows astill more dangerous thing: ‘I
have a little food’ plus ‘I have none.’ If from this
problem the sum is ‘We havealittle food,’ the
thing is on its way, the movement has direction.”
The individual has become greater than himself.

Klump

fundamental unit. The tragedy of ‘‘The Grapes of

murdered him. Tom has been given a sense of
social justice and he wants to work with people,
organize them against the crushing system. He
will fight the dubious battle to help lead his peo-

“‘In the night one family camps in
a ditch and another family pulls in and the tents

Thomas R.

cede the love of family. So Casy dies for his people, and Tom is ready to, and Rose of Sharon

The Grapes
of Wrath

At the end of the story, Tom Joad
becomes converted to Jim Casy’s pragmatism. It
is not important that the particular strike should
be won, or that the particular need should be
satisfied, but it is important that men should
think in terms of action, and that they should
think and act in terms of the whole rather than

the particular individual. ‘‘For every little beaten
strike is proof that the step is being taken.’’ The
value of an idea lies not in its immediate but in
its eventual success. That idea is good which
works in the long run.
The point of the whole novel is
that choice is essential in human life. If need

John Steinbeck’s Grapes of Wrath

decries the injustices committed by the southwestern farmer. The setting of the novel is the
section of the United States from Oklahoma to
California, and the time is in the 1930’s. The
opening lines of Steinbeck’s novel depict the
country he is concerned with:
to the red countryand partof the gray country

of Oklahoma, the last rains came gently, and
they did not cut the scarred earth. The plows

crossed and recrossed the rivulet marks.

Some men, of course, will remain mere individuals, but in every group there must be leaders,

and failure produce only fear, disintegration fol-

or ‘“‘representative men.” A poet gives expression to the group idea, or a preacher organizes

tion may follow. ‘“‘The Grapes of Wrath” must be
trampled to make manifest the glory of the Lord.

ex-convict, and his family who leave their Oklahoma farm and head west to the land of

it. After Jim Casy’s death, Tom is chosen to lead.

At the beginning of the story, Steinbeck describ-

Ma explains, ‘‘They’s some folks that’s just theirself, an’ nothin’ more. There’s Al. He’s jus’ a

plenty - California. Their trip is a disastrous

ed the incipient wrath of the defeated farmers.

young fella after a girl. You wasn’t never like
that, Tom.”
Tom sums it up at the end of the
book, recalling how Casy ‘‘went out in the wilderness to find his own soul, and he found he didn’t

lows. But if they produce anger, then reconstruc-

The plot considers Tom Joad, an

one; several members of the family die, and

At the end, he repeats the scene. ‘‘And where a
number of men gathered together, the fear went

their subsistence is slightly less than marginal.

from their faces, and anger too, its place, and
the women sighed with relief... The break would
never come as long as fear could turn to wrath.

one they meet, and acquire the nameof “Okies,”
signifying tramps. Upon reaching California,

Then wrath could turn to action.’

they find that there is no work available, and

They are treated like animals by nearly every-

as a result they are not any better off than they
were back in Oklahoma. Steinbeck’s scorn for
the American capitalistic economy manifests itself here; the poor remain poor all of their
lives. Muley Graves, a tenant farmer, expresses

his opinion of the economy in terms of the gov-

ernment officials:
I aint gota hell of
a lot of respec’ for ‘em now.
On’y kind a gover’ment we got that leans on

us fellas is the safe margin a profit.
Besides Tom Joad, the central
characters in Grapes of Wrath are his Ma and
Pa, his sister Rose of Sharon, and Jim Casy, an

ex-preacher. There is no development of these
characters as Steinbeck’s thesis is social evil.
What we know of these characters is gained
through dialogue; the narration consists solely
of descriptive passages dealing with the work of
the characters, and particularly with the locations of their endeavors.
Steinbeck’s descriptions are sometimes maudlin - as when the Joads depart for
the West:
The people on top of the load did look back.
They saw the house and the barn andalittle
smoke rising from the chimney... They saw
Muley standing forlornly in the dooryard look-

The Joads are only one ofnumerous families migrating to the West. They are
only a part of the detestable migrant society:
In the daytime they scuttled like bugs to the
westward; and as the dark caught them, they
clustered like bugs near to shelter and to water.
Everywhere these migrants go
Steinbeck paints a portrait of the scene. Worlds
are created and destroyed each night:
And the worlds were built in the evening ....
In the morning the tents came down, the canvas was folded, the tent poles tied along the
running board, the beds put in place on the
cars, the pots in their places.
Interweaving the scenes of the
people and the terrain with narrations about
economy, Steinbeck condemns the plight of the
farming people:
And all the time the farms grew larger and the
owners fewer. And there were pitifully few farmers on the land any more. And the imported
serfs were beaten and frightened and starved
until some went home again... . And thefarms
grew larger and the owners fewer.
Not only are the workers being
denied work by the society, but they are being
denied treatment as human beings.

ing after them. And then the hill cut them off.

Pointed descriptions permeate the

And the truck crawled slowly through the dust.
The author’s descriptions, how-

entire novel; they are not all derogatory of

ever, are very poignant; they are filled with

caustic condemnations of southwestern land:
66 is the path of a people in flight, refugees
from dust and shrinking land, from the thunder of tractors and shrinking ownership, from

tured just as the Joads thought it would be:
The spring is beautiful in California. Valleys in
which the fruit blossoms are fragrant pink and
white waters in a shallow sea. Then the first
tendrils of the grapes swelling from the old

the desert’s slow northward invasion, from the

gnarled vines,

twisting winds that howl up out of Texas, from
the floods that bring no richness to the land...

trunks.

From allof these the people are in flight.

people and places, however. California is pic-

cascade down to cover the

But, of course, there is no work
in the beautiful land. The migrants are rushing

to the West in incredible numbers, and the jobs
are all taken. The capitalistic economy cannot
give all the migrants jobs. They, therefore, have

no place to go, and no one to turn to.
At the end of the novel the situation of the poor people is clearly brought out.
After Rose’s baby is born dead, the Joads come
upon a starving father and his son. Showing
compassion on the starving people, Rose nourishes the father with the milk from her breasts.
Steinbeck illustrates the point that only the poor

will help the poor; this is the way of our capitalistic economy.

The only character in Grapes of

Wrath who is really a rebel is Jim Casy. After
the Joads do find work at pitifully low wages
Casy leads a group of agitators who try to prevent the migrants from taking the jobs. His
action results only in his death, thus pointing
up the frustration of his cause, the plight of the
dispossessed.
Perhaps the most significant aspect of Steinbeck’s style is his chapters of completely descriptive passages interspersed with
the story itself. Practically every facet of the
southwestern terrain is illustrated. The dilemma
of the farmers is enhanced by the brilliant descriptions.

A suitable infinitive phrase for
The Grapes of Wrath is “‘to live at society’s expense.”” The Joads are merely pawns in the

hands of American society. They cannot help
themselves, they are not individuals, they are

a group — a group destined to remain alone.
Steinbeck captures the spirit and
temperament of the southwestern farmer with

his brilliant descriptions and dialogue. Only occasional sentimentality detracts from the impact
of The Grapes of Wrath.

partly a historical actuality and partly a creation
of his memories and thoughts, with its closely-

tempt to exploit the here and now of his home-

knit family and communal life and its intimate

en”’ is a set of pictures of observed life which

links with nature. On the Monterery peninsula

Steinbeck endeavors to arrange in a meaningful
pattern. Steinbeck chooses to accommodate his
expressions and insights to our sense of the way

Steinbeck deepens his knowledge of coastal life,

which he exploits notably in his stories of Monte-

The Californian
Dennis Cage

rey’s ‘“‘Cannery Row’”’ and “Tortilla Flat.’’ There,
he comes to earth exploring the literary possibilities of his native valley. There, he conceives the

myth ‘‘To a God Unknown”’ and the social irony,
‘“‘The Pastures of Heaven.’’ In Steinbeck’s chief
work, ‘‘The Grapes of Wrath,’’ we have a novel
about the ‘‘Okie’’ migration to California during

nery Row,” the migrant laborers of ‘‘In Dubious
Battle’’ and ‘‘The Grapes of Wrath,’’ and the
unique people of the ‘‘Long Valley’’ and ‘“‘The

Pastures of Heaven.” Indeed, it is from this California valley that Steinbeck gains the intimate

humor and irony. The book is unified by the setting of the stories and the ironic tone. The setting

is Corral de Tierra, a valley twelve miles from
Monterey. The valley is a happy valley consisting
of the unique harmony of the ordinary, ill-educated but honest people. The irony occurs by the
way in which actions intended in one direction

cruit, Jim Nolan, by Mac, the stern master, dur-

the tales of its inhabitants.
;
The Munroe family provides the
physical connection between the stories. After

ing a mission to incite and spread a strike among

valley of Salinas, California that this protesting
author comes to know and admire the illiterate
peasants of ‘‘Tortilla Flat,”” the bums of ‘‘Can-

men ordinarily act and speak. The novel induces

the depression of the 1930’s, and it is one of the
most famous novels of our time. ‘‘In Dubious
Battle’ depicts the initiation of a new radical re-

the migrant apple and cotton-pickers of Torgas
Valley. Steinbeck does not need to go far from
From the extreme southwest
coast of the United States emerges John Steinbeck, a regional novelist. It is here in this fertile

land in a realistic mood. ‘‘The Pastures of Heav-

have opposite effects. The irony is stressed by
both the prologue and the epilogue that frame

their entrance in the novel all the evils which

social conflicts of the Depression. It is located in

overcome the people of the valley seem to originate with some member of the family; for in-

his backyard, for the war was being fought on his
own doorstep. California strikes were apparent at
that time. Also, in ‘‘Tortilla Flat’’ it is difficult to
forget the character Danny, an epic hero, and
Steinbeck’s ideal of a primitivistic humanity and
society and the quaint and curious picture of the
dispossessed. In the novel Steinbeck attacks the
“‘haves’’ and ranks them below even a group of

stance, the retarded Tularecito is sent to an asylum after attacking Bert Munroe for filling in a
hole that Tularecito was digging. The effect of
each incident is cumulative, because the seriousness with which the Munroe’s offenses become against the thing Steinbeck values most
highly, human dignity, can be fully observed.
From reading the novel, one

his home to find the materials for this novel, the

people who amount to almost nothing. From

knows that this valley offers no joy nor peace

knowledge and love of nature which figures so

the ‘‘Long Valley’’ Steinbeck’s short story,

prominently in his works. His portrayals of ma-

“Flight,” is a story of paisano life that is extremely bleak; yet, the setting is evoked with clar-

for ‘‘pain.’’ In the epilogue we see tourists looking into the valley and regretting that their life

chines, animals, and lower orders of humanity,
that are so vividly expressed in his novels, are

cannot be the tranquil life it promises.

ity and vividness from the opening description of

“The Pastures of Heaven’”’ marks

built upon his homeland.
Steinbeck knows ordinary people

the rugged California coastline where Pepe grows
up to the desolate mountain wasteland where he

an important point in Steinbeck’s career. It reveals his preoccupation with fresh materials

well because he was of them, has worked with
them and for them, and has never left them. He

dies.
Perhaps the best of Steinbeck’s

much closer at hand, the ordinary people of his
“long valley.’” What is most striking about the

develops a love and sentimental attitude for the

novels in regard to illustrating the idea that he is

novel is the range and warmth of sympathy that

poor people that he could not have conceived if
he was not poor himself. For in essence nearly

a regional writer with a sentimental and protesting way of writing is ‘‘The Pastures of Heaven.”

imbues the story. So it is with Steinbeck’s sympathetic characters; they are social failures, as

all of his novels are set in California and deal

The novel is an approach to the heart of Steinbeck’s best subject matter: the California region.

Molly Morgan, Tularecito, Ray Banks, Pat Hum-

with the poor and downtrodden.
His native region of California is

Steinbeck has a creation which is his initial at-

bert in ‘‘The Pastures of Heaven.’’ Steinbeck’s
characters may survive, but they do not succeed

in life. One feels that Steinbeck is alleging himself to people and places. In the novel Steinbeck
employs his warfare against the insensitive American’s concept of respectability. He hates the
middle-class, because they are satisfied to be
mediocre.

Therefore, the reader can easily
see as evidenced from the above works how John

Steinbeck from the tide pools of Monterey Bay
obtains that view of life which informs his observation of man and society. It is this view of
life which helps Steinbeck to communicate to his
readers an awareness of the experiences of com-

mon humanity. Indeed, here is the picture of the
protesting, regional novelist, born in poverty and
coming to grips with the less fortunate, but

emerging as a writer of vast “‘riches.”’

In Dubious Battle, by John Steinbeck, opens with a red explosion that never
cools off for the entire length of the novel. Jim
Nolan, the hero, is joining the Communist
Party, the popular 1930’s depression days
Communist Party, the party of the “red explosion.”

Steinbeck, in this masterful portrayal of those strife-torn days, uses “red” and
“explosion”’ over and over in the novel, always
keeping the mood of the reader one of involvement, one of awareness of the facts of the novel.

James Bozdech

Mac and Jim) who has come to break the

strike. Many, many times the characters in the
novel pick up and move, and most of the time
that they pick up and move, a “red explosion”
is in the offing. This fact, coupled with the climactic quality of travel in the novel, indicates
that travel is more than just a means of getting
from here to there. Travel has a higher motive,
to the reds in the novel at least, than mere locomotion.

Throughout the novel, though, there are other

Jim and Mac arein Torgas Coun-

image patterns; and these patterns, even though

ty, living with the workers in squalor. Always
the workers live in filth, and those workers who

they do not impress themselves as vividly on
the reader’s mind as do those of “red” and of
“explosiveness” (for these two open the book,
and, with the development of the plot, become
more significant), are as important and as significant to the development of the infinitive
phrase and theme of the novel as are the abovenamed two.
After Jim is finally accepted into
the Party, and has shown that he is worth something to them, Mac, who is to be his partner

do not, the reader soon finds out, are not really
workers. Daken, who had led the strike for a

while, loves his new Chevy truck more than he
loves the cause. He finally is exposed, after pictures of the luxury of his tent in contrast with
the dirty, muddy conditions of his fellows, when
the truck is attacked (on one of those journeys),
and he goes berserk when the truck is burned.
To the reader, the “good” workers are dirty,

with him to stir up a strike among the apple

and the “bad” owners are clean and comfortable.
Soon the two make plans for the

workers. Since the workers have just taken a

“war” which will follow, introducing a pattern

pay cut, Mac feels sure that they can stir up
enough trouble to gain at least publicsympathy
for their Party, if not help for the apple-pickers.
After a journey via freight to the

which is closely tied in with the “explosive”
pattern. The workers arm themselves, contrast
pare to fight. Steinbeck makes the battle and/or

for the rest of the novel, invites him to come

In Dubious Battle

rive — by train. The cause is aided by the death
of a “scab” (who is actually a fellow-worker of

their position with that of the enemy, and pre-

region of Torgas County, the two begin their

war between labor and management (to put a

work. The trip down is important, for travel

modern tag on the terms) obvious by the many

(or the travel motif) always preceeds some major action. After Mac and Jim forment trouble,

warlike references. The workers are all divided
up into squads, and elect captains. The leaders

all the apple-pickers travel to a farm. After the

have what amount to councils of war as often

journey to town, they learn that

as possible, trying to discover just where they

“scabs,” (strike-breaking workers), are to ar-

stand in regard to the enemy. Tactics used are

strikers

straight out of a military handbook, and casualties run as high as any battle in a war. The
mood of the book, along with the complimenting mood of “explosions” (the explosions of

orchards. Most of it’s owned by a few
men.

Of

course

there’s

some

little

places, but there’s not very many of
them. Now when the apples are ripe

the weapons, the explosions of war) contrasts

the crop tramps come in

and

pick

with the peaceful, almost pastoral scene ofapple
trees and country life.

them. And from there they go on over
the ridge and south, and pick the cot-

The last important image pattern,

ton. If we can start the fun in the apples, maybe it will just naturally spread

again closely allied with the other patterns, is
the animal imagery. Nothing but animals could

over into the cotton. Now these few
guys that own most of the Torgas
Valley waited until most of the crop

live in the conditions which these workers live

in. Constantly they are referred to as animals
(or monsters, or machines: always something
incapable of thought). For, as Mac says, there

is no need for them to think. They need only to
fight and bleed and die for the cause. The Communists do the thinking for them and, until
Mac goes mad at the end of thenovel(the
reader deciding that the whole “dubious battle”
is hopeless), do a good job of it.

In Dubious Battle
Thomas R. Salm

tramps were already there. They spent
most of their money getting there, of
course. They always do. And then the
owners announced their price cut. Suppose the tramps are mad? What can

they do? They’ve got to work picking
apples to get out even.”

Later in the book, Mac admits he is a red and

The novel is, then, an explosive,

“‘In Dubious Battle,’’ is the story of one of the

thus he has very good reasons for wanting to
stir up trouble among the crop tramps.
Arriving in Torgas Valley, Mac im-

violent novel, a social novel, of man trying,

most controversial subjects of our day
—the

mediately gets on good terms with the picker’s

not to reconcile himself with society, but to

strike. Is it or isn’t it being agitated by an individual or group affiliated with communism? Taking place shortly after the Great Depression and
set in the apple country of California, ‘‘In Dubious Battle’ gives the reader insight into how

leader. Throughout the novel Mac has this uncanny ability to say and do the right thing at the
right time and place. Jim is supposed to be Mac’s
student in this venture, but soon shows himself
capable of aiding Mac in his nefarious deeds.

change it (and not succeeding). The main characters, who try hardest of all to change, are

finally completely beaten down byit, Jim getting
his head shot off in “the explosion of the rifle,”
and Mac almost losing his mind when Jim dies.

The images are strong and obvious, but are
strong and obvious only in creating a mood,

not in detracting from the story (for, in the end,
it is the plot in the novel which must make the

John Steinbeck’s exciting novel,

Communist agitators work.

Both men begin sowing the seeds of a strike

The simple plot revolves around
a young man by the name of Jim Nolan. Jobless,

while working among the migrants. Just as the
rumors are beginning to be effective, one of the

sick of the social inequality to which he has been

pickers breaks his hip by falling from a faulty

subject and looking for a cause upon which to

ladder supplied by the owner of the apple planta-

spend his energy, Jim becomes a member of a

nameless club. Steinbeck, in his short concise

tion. This is fortunate for Mac and Jim as it is
just the type of incident needed to rupture the

point). Steinbeck uses his imagery well, and

manner, quickly plunges Jim into his first assign-

swollen feelings they have been so carefully ir-

creates contrasts of power. The usual conflicts

ment. Working with a man named Mac, Jim travels to California to start a strike. Mac assures

strike.

- for example, of night and day (with day
being dangerous in contrast to night which is
relatively safe) - are all in the novel; but they
take second place to the author’s use of moods
of brute violence anda plot of war.

ritating among the pickers. They all go out on

Jim that “revolution and communism will cure

After the initiation of the strike,

social injustice.’’ He also explains the social injustice taking place in Torgas Valley:

Mac and Jim organize the men to resist authorities’ attempt to get rid of them. There are many

Mac said, ‘‘Here’s the layout. Torgas

and varied tactics used by both sides. Mac finds

is a little valley, and it’s mostly apple

a man named Anderson who allows the strikers

to move onto his property so they cannot be arrested for congregating. In retaliation, a group

of vigilantes burn Anderson’s barn and beat his
son. A Doctor Burton aids the men by seeing
that proper sanitary conditions, required by the
county health department, are maintained around
the camp. The owners of the plantations try to
bring in other migrants (called ‘‘scabs’’ by Mac)
to

pick the apples. The strikers beat up the

scabs. The valley men cut off the pickers’ food
supply and turn public opinion against them, but

Mac and Jim employ area sympathizers to overcome this problem.

The entire story is of these tactics and counter-tactics applied by the opposing
forces. A stalemate is reached and suddenly the
novel comes to an abrupt end when Jim is ambushed by the ever-busy vigilantes. Mac picks up
Jim’s body and carries it to a platform for all of
the men to see. The closing words—‘‘Comrades!
He didn’t want nothing for himself —.’’
This short, powerful novel is written in the short, powerful Steinbeck manner.
Containing only two major characters and one
major action, ‘‘In Dubious Battle’’ is not cluttered with extensive description or incidental action. The major idea behind the action is, as
Steinbeck indicates in the title, ‘‘dubious.’’ It is
rather coincidental that | have just reviewed William Dean Howell’s ‘‘A Hazard of New Fortunes,”
which deals with the same subject. In both novels, major characters condone labor for striking
for the purpose of exonerating themselves from

a

social

injustice.

Not

that

social

injustices

should not be corrected, but in both novels, two
of the main characters advocate socialism as the
Utopian remedy to the situation. Howell’s strike
is not directly caused by red agitation as is Steinbeck’s, but in both, the social injustices precipi-

tating the strikes are keenly stressed. Therefore,
it is a return to the old battle of communism
versus capitalism — the old problem of the working men getting his fair share through collectivization at the cost of management — and on and
on.
Steinbeck’s novel does not go on

and on, though. In his brevity, Jim appears and
then disappears by way of a shotgun blast et
finis. We do not even discover how the strike is
resolved. And yet, this is of little importance as
Mac predicts that it will fail, but they will keep on
trying until they succeed.
And the Communists will try
again and again and again. So, there will be
other Macs and other Jims. Certainly a thoughtprovoking statement as Steinbeck’s novel is a
thought-provoking book. We are aware that wrong
cannot be remedied with another wrong, but —
Read ‘‘In Dubious Battle!”’

The Winter of Our Discontent

Joseph A. Riess
In the twenty-five years that John
Steinbeck has beer. one of America’s best-known
writers, he has most often set his noveis, short

stories, and plays in the West. In The Winter of
Our Discontent he goes to the opposite Ameri-

can geographic pele and writes not aboutimmigrants, poor or rich, but about a family rooted
on Long Island whose generations span the
period from the nation’s founding to the present. New Baytown, a quiet, peaceful settlement

on the Long Islard Sound, was once the home

port of an extensive whaling ileet, but now it
has declined from past glory. So has the Hawley line, whose current head, Ethan Allen Haw-

ley, is the novel’s protagonist.

Ethan’s ancestors were sea captains who were called pirates by some. The co-

owner of his grandfather’s sailing vessel, also
the father of Mr. Baker, current president of
the town’s bank, had apparently caused the
burning of the vessel in order to collect the insurance when times were bad. Alfro Marullo,

who had bought Ethan’s store when he went
bankrupt after World War II, and then employed him asa clerk, had entered this country illegally from Sicily and stayed on to pros-

per through good business and sharp practice.
It was Mr. Baker, who had coldly foreclosed
on Ethan’s father, who yet encouraged his son
to invest and was also responsible for the indictment of lax and grafting town officials.

Ethan has held aloof from competition, defeated and sardonic from his “‘trauma, a social-economic bind that had robbed

him of strength and certainty.”’ The pressure
on him comes to a head in this “winter of his
discontent”’ as his wife, Mary, whom he loves

so much, lashes out at him for not giving his
family the wherewithal to support their name.
Ethan decides to change, to follow the great American dictum repeated by Mr.

made credible, as is his resistance to the efforts

most every chapter as a cute bunny,a tiny

to seduce him made by his wife’s friend, Margie

mouse, or a cute Easter chicken. This symbolizes the love and warmth Ethan has for his

Young-FHunt.

rullo in to the immigration authorities, and

The moral of the story might be

wife but also the lower class he is forcing her
to live in by his failure. Although shown as a
failure in the beginning he is surrounded in the
light of honesty. This light is played through
the novel as going out on the rest of the dishonest characters until it finally burns out on
Ethan, his wife and son. Along with the light
we have the old Hawley house, the old Secret
Place of boyhood, the exotic store which was
Ethan’s talisman, all of which symbolize honesty throughout the novel.
To summarize the above aspects,
we might say that Steinbeck’s work is a meditative novel about a man who deliberately de-

second, by gaining possession of the key tract
of land in New Baytown, after lending his now
alcoholic boyhood friend money which will kill

expressed as crime does not pay, with the idea

cides to rob and cheat to recover his fortunes,

Baker: money gets more money. He decides to

rob Mr. Baker’s bank, using information unwittingly given him by his good friend, the
teller. It is only because of the intervention of
chance that the well-rehearsed crime is not committed. An alternate way is then shown to him,

The theme of the novel, inherently
powerful and meaningful, is the threat to personal integrity and right conduct which is imposed on men of good will by the modern slacking of ethical standards. It is a theme in which
Steinbeck has engaged a broad social significance, for it is as persuasive as a sermon. He

involving a compromise with his integrity, a

opens his novel with, “Readers seeking to iden-

betrayal of his standards, and he succumbs,
actually going beyond his opportunity to trap
two men to whom he owes affection and loyalty. He accomplishes this, first by gaining possession of the store again, after turning Ma-

tify the fictional people and places here described would do better to inspect their own

him, but not before he deeds over the land to

Ethan in remorse for thus misusing the money.
Besides self-knowledge, retribution comes when it is revealed that the prizewinning essay of Ethan’s son, Allen, in the
“National I Love America Contest” has been

plagiarized. His son’s remark at this is, “Who
cares? Everybody does it. It’s the way the
cooky crumbles... You get to feeling holy,
just read the papers. I bet you took some in

communities and search their own hearts, for

this beok is about a large part of America
today.”

that dishonesty cannot solve the problems of
failure. Ethan’s father wasa failure through
inepitude. So has Ethan been, through inexperience and then inability to recover from the

suffering from the consequences of immoral
acts reflecting the values of an immoral age.
Steinbeck’s structural form in this
novel has earned an increasing amount of cri-

trauma it caused. Even though he takes the
step into overt dishonesty only during the brief

ticism, especially the dialogue, which often

span covered by the novel, he has failed to
transmit to his son not only principles of hon-

point of view, which jar rather than produce

esty but also values which will sustain him in

in the third person, shifts to the first, goes back
to the third and then returns to the first. His

seems mannered, and the three shifts in the
an effort to justify the shift, as the novel begins

the face of a materialistic, debased culturewhich
is symbolized by idiotic love songs, quiz-pro-

style of writing seems to be under par for his

Ethan contemplates suicide, but foregoes it only
when he realizes that he must pass on whatever he has of value to his loving daughter

gram scandals, and municipal corruption.
In a condensed form of symbolism Steinbeck suggests that the committed
search for money is a form of witchcraft whose
spell devotees are not free to break. Ethan says,

of openings - such as, “All that came from
starting to say New Baytown is a pretty town

Ellen.

“TI do not want, never have wanted, money for

... All this came from my going over to Polock Street’? —- produce a slight unpleasantness

your time because they all do.” After this scene

usual standard of craftsmanship. Such errors
as were mentioned before, along with repetition

This ending is somewhat ambigu-

itself. But money is necessary to keep my place

for the reader. Although the novel has a few

ous. Ethan has sold his soul and knows it, but

in a category I am used to and comfortable in.”

minor faults, it also has stunning merits, for

still he somehow hopes to inculcate virtue in
Ellen, although he has failed to do so with his
son. His descent into villainy is just barely

Language and patterns of imagery found in Winter of Our Discontent range
in many forms. Ethan refers to his wife in al-

only John Steinbeck has the ability to exposea

basic problem of our time and the talent to
write it with immediacy.

watch

ea
night

A city is like a person,
at night it goes to sleep. But, like a
person, part of the city must keep
functioning, the heart. The heart of a
city is its public services, its police, its
hospitals, firemen, all those people who
stay awake while the city sleeps. We
are concerned with one of these services, the police.
Car 33, be on the
lookout for a green 58 Ford, six
persons, look like teenagers, drag
racing on Monument... all units
watch for a missing girl, age 9,
Negro, last seen in vicinity ofSummit near Germantown ... check on
man wearing a black raincoat, believed to be the one who attempted
. man sitting on porch playing

guitar, neighbors objecting...
break-in... missing ... kids on
motorcycles, think theyre about to

break loose... stealing wheels off
parked car... resident says she

heard... through window in rear
... Moose Bar... Sporting Goods
on Brown, suspect they are still in

This is the constant flow of a police radio. From early
evening until almost daybreak, it never quits. Patrolmen are constantly

the store... all units, missing girl

on the go, covering almost seventy-five miles in the course of an eight

found sleeping in car across the

hour duty tour. They prowl the streets and alleys of the city searching

sireet -. . Tepettie®.«

out, seeking to prevent crime.

various officers of the Dayton Police Department. Started at nine o’clock:

driven by a drunk man, investigate service station breakin, go to Moose

radio going full blast, fire on Stonemill, wild party on the West Side,
false alarm, citizen reports seeing kids running from scene, check on the

Bar and apprehend wanted burglar, check on Madison Township arrest
of man stealing the wheels off a car, go break up a fight on West Third,

bootleggers and harass them a bit, see if anyof the prostitutes are walking the streets, check on burglary of service station, look for missing

go to the scene of a gambling raid, check open coke machine
— owner
forgot to lock it, check house burglary. Six o clock: radiosilent for long

girl, check breakin on Brown Street and arrest two juveniles, meet man
who had been drinking and wished to surrender pistol to officers because

spells broken by occasional minor call, stop for coffee, check the bad

he might do something, go to sceneof accident of switch engine and auto

spots once more, return to station for relief: eight o’clock.
In that eleven hour period we covered ninety miles. Crime

is for the most part petty. It’s breaking open coke and candy machines,
entering filling stations for as little as five dollars. Checking petty crime
becomes tedious, stopping it, almost impossible. Prostitutes remember
faces, so only new police can be used to set up raids. Prostitution is like
gambling, we cant stop it, only control it; but you'dbe surprised who
we catch in some of the raids, businessmen, lawyers, real solid citizens.

Being a policeman isn’t easy. Wehear of bad police, officers
who take payoffs, rob stores, protect criminals. And yet, it seems that

maybe we are the ones to blame, the decent citizens who sneer at the police
in the course of their duty, that complain when they are ticketed, speed
when they shouldn't, the loud-mouthed solid citizenry that pay a mana
small wage to risk his life to protect us when we want protection and to
keep our cities physically as well as morally clean, and safe, while we

participate in that which we are paying them to eliminate.
Somewhere, someone is wrong, quite probably both sides.
But at night, when you go to sleep, you can be assured that your life

Crime. What does the word mean? Sergeant Roche, of the

And a policeman must deal with crime. But not only must

Dayton Police pointed to a rock wrapped in newspaper that had been

he deal with crime. He must also be a public relations man. He must be
willing to risk his life and able to calm a lost child, he must be able to

used to smash out a window of a service station, That, boys, is crime.
Crime is a full spectrum of offenses, ranging from the very minor traffic
infractions to murder.

keep traffic moving smoothly at an intersection and see that a visiting
dignitary is treated with corresponding respect. And they must be people.

In West Side Story, Officer Shrank, the police officer, after

policeman is a lonely job. He becomes like the gunman in the western,

nastily breaking up the council of war between the gangs, says J know,
understand them. Well, you try dealing with hoodlums and see how it

hired to protect a town, but hated for doing his job well. And_ police are
only human.

makes you! And Doc, the ineffectual good element, answers /¢ wouldnt

One of the officers we rode with, while researching this

give me a mouth like that. And, when police officers stopped at a rather

story, gave himself and the force a sort of offhanded compliment. You

rowdy party being thrown by UD students, they were greeted with, Why
don’t you go catch some criminals, we aint doin’no harm. And the re-

boys are liable to ride for quite a while without getting anything to take
pictures of. In other words, the town is pretty well under control.

action of this sort is not the exception it is the rule. Consequently, being a

But, let us relate a sort of log of eleven hours riding with

Our thanks to the many members of

and property are safe, because the very same policeman that you gave
a bad-mouth to when he ticketed you for speeding in arestricted zone,

will be out there prowling the streets, keeping you safe, keeping his watch
by night.

the Dayton Police Department that
aided us in the researching of this
article. Special thanks to Chief Cay-

lor, Captain Maschino, Lieutenants
Reed and Rado, and Sergeants
Roche, _ Bettinger, Marshall, and
Adams, who arranged for our presence at the scene of local crime.

Jim Cain and Herb Fox
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few years ago Peter-Paul-and-

Mary made the coffee house rounds throughout
the East and Midwest with their own brand of
folk music. The “purists” of folkdom — those
self-appointed critics of folk singing - took one
look and labeled the two beards and a blonde
as being “too commercial.”
Maybe we should look into this

question of commercialism. A folk song is defined in J. T. Howard’s “‘Our American Music”
as “a song of the people... .” To use a wellworn expression, one could say that folk music

is “of the people, by the people, and for the
people.” Any attempt to please the masses seems
to bring dissonant chords of disapproval from
the guitars and banjos of the Journal of Amer-

ican Folklore and its ethnic cult of followers.
The “‘folkier-than-thou” types
have put in the commercial category such
groups as Peter-Paul-and-Mary, the Limeliters,
the Kingston Trio, and the Chad Mitchell Trio,
just to name a few. To the Authentics, who even
criticize Joan Baez, the in-group consists of a
few obscure names who are “living source material,’ names like Frank Proffitt, whose voice

ENTERTAINMENT REVIEW

comes at you like a gob of sour mash.
I didn’t have no hog to kill,
IT went and set me up a little bitty still.
It’s hard times on the Beaver Dam Road,

Hard times, poor boy.
That’s in? Anyone have any ideas
why we haven't seen Frank Proffitt in the coffee
house-college circuit?
So while the commercial set is out
spreading folk music across the country the
ethnic pures just
_.. lay there by the juniper,
While the moon

is bright,

Watch them jugs a-filling
In the pale moonlight.
To quote a semi-authentic, Oscar
Brand, “The final judgment must be based on

the artistic merits of the song and the performance. Each balladeer’s reputation rests on his

bination of high quality and integrity give them

a very pleasing sound. And asaresult of having
to please “the many-headed mass” this fine
trio has developed a folk style that is unique
among all others.
Peter-Paul-and-Mary have been
together for about two years, and in that short
time they have financially made the big time.
For baritone Paul Stookey this is not totally unfamiliar. As a Greenwich Village comic, he was
the highest paid entertainer in Beatsville before
joining the trio. The tenor, Peter Yarrow, a
Cornell man in the field of psychology, joined
the group because “Folk music is a satisfying

field.” Mary Allin Travers, whosewillowy voice
and appearance add so much to the group,
“went to a lot of New York progressive schools

where there’s plenty of art and music and the
like.”

Visually the group has been de-

ability to entertain the many-headed mass which

scribed as, “Two bearded prophets of the folk
idiom in league with a bright, young blonde-

is the audience.”

and-a-half.”” Musically it has been said that the

If any group has the ability to
entertain it is Peter-Paul-and-Mary. Their com-

trio consists of “‘an angel, and two cellos playing guitars.”

by Vic DeGhett
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| t began on a blue note. It was one of those misty nights in

he could go for a walk along the Presidio. But this wasn’t California, it

early spring. It was raining and yet it was not. The very air was moist-

was Ohio. Maybe he should have stayed in Frisco. Sooneror later he

ure that caused the night to shine with the same misty glow that comes
from an eye misted with sudden emotion. The streets reflected the myriad
glowing, colored lights that man has chosen to string and fix to the cold,
austere grey stone facades of his buildings. The automobiles that prowled
and raced down the streets swished as they went and yet in all its reflected
glitter, all the apparent gaiety and happiness that it appeared to hold, the
street was still grey and underfoot and would remain so after the sudden
emotional misting of this night had gone and day again dawned to be
lived.
The huge Greyhound madea louder swishing sound as it
turned into the bleak, dirty station. He stepped down into the night. Here

was bound to come up with something good. But then Reno had written.

a jutting roof protected the travelers from the elements. But this night was

not to be denied. The mist was emotion, a tangible emotion and even here,
under the overhang, it touched all and madethem feel. He shivered slightly and walked slowly toward the interior of the station.
Instinct told him his luggage would not be unloaded for at
least a half hour, had he been riding busesall his life?, so he went to the

lunch room and ordered coffee. There was no need for scrutiny, he could
look at his coffee and describe almost all those who would be in the station. The old woman, hunched over with age and hard work, heavy
stockings sagging low on her legs, shabby scarfon her head, ragged coat
to protect her from the elements andher ever-present shopping bag by her
side. Young girls, looking the younger
for their attempts through makeup
and dress to look older. Women with families, harried and haggard and
tired, huddled. Drunks sleeping on benches, good thing this isntLA or
the cops would have them in an instant. Service men, young and scared,
old and bored, uniforms worn with pride, uniforms worn in contempt.
This latter caused him a sudden feeling of anger and resulted in a wry,
sad, wistful smile. It had been almost two years since he had taken off his
uniform for the last time. He and Reno were no longer shipmates out for
an evening of fun, yet watching that the others of their ship held to the
same military bearing that they did. And thinking of Reno, he rose, went
to the baggage counter and collected his bags. The bulky typewriter case
and the portfolio strapped to it brought another smile, the same, sad
smile, to his lips. Two years of nothing. He left the station.
It was a San Francisco night and he found himself wishing

Come to Ohio, he had said, the change will do you good. He didn’t like
the Midwest. He was from Indiana. There were no cities in the Midwest,

just big towns and that only a consideration he granted them. Towns,
midwestern towns, were lonely. Vo they weren?, you are lonely, they are

happy, people live in them, people with families and warm lives and they
in turn make the town happy andyou lonely. But the big cities were lonely
and the people in them were lonely andyou didn¢ feel so bad because you
were just like anyone and everyone else, lonely. It began ona blue note
that teased itself into a sad funky minor melody that he had heard before.
II
Somewhere in the maze of rooms below him a jazz group

was playing rather loudly. Actually he knew exactly were the sound was
coming from, but the sound, by the time it got to where he sat, was given
no real beginning point. He sat on the one chair in the large room, at the

battered and scarred desk he had managed to rescue from destruction at
the scene of some of the urban renewal going on in the town. In front of
him was his typewriter and next to it sat a stack of typewritten pages. He

looked at them for a moment and then lit a cigarette. Looking once more
at the paper in the machine, he pecked out several more words and,

making a sound by sucking on his teeth, he rose and walked to the hot
plate that sat on a small table in a far corner. Pouring himself
a cup of
coffee, he carried it to the low table and set it down, then he eased himself

down onto one of the pillows that subbed for chairs and, leaning back
against the wall, he closed his eyes and listened to the music.

The room wasafinished attic. It was a large room sitting
on top of an old house that had been turned into a jazz club. The house
itself had at onetime been a mansion and when Don Neto, the owner of the

club, had bought it he had finished the attic in the hopes of making it into
an apartment for himself. But he had gotten married and so the attic had
remained, finished but unfurnished. Reno had approached him and talked

him into letting Tommy have it. Then Reno and Tommy had scrounged
the town looking for furniture. The result was that the attic now resembled
one of the Japanese houses that they had visited during their days in the
service.

The music had stopped now and Tommy heard steps on

ium temp thing, a fairly popular piece. The trumpet man had his mute in

the two-story stairway that led up to the apartment. Then the door opened

playing softly, while the group swung slowly and softly behind him, the
drummer doing a gentle chop to accentuate the rhythm. Tommy sat at a
table in the corner talking to Nancy Ryan, the singer Reno had wanted

and Reno entered. He had on a narrow-lapeled suit and his face, the color
of coffee with just a dash of cream, was shiny with sweat.

‘“‘What’s happening down there?” Tommy asked.
‘Nothin’ much. What you been doin’?”
“Tryin’ to write.”
“Got anything goin’ for ya?” Reno walked to the typewriter.

“Every time I think Ido, itgets away.” Tommy joined him.
‘““Come on down, got someone | want you to hear.”
“Who?”
“Little girl, sings like somethin’ else.”
“Oh yeah?”
“Really.”
“Real hip thing, huh?”
“The hippest.”
Tommy stood there a moment and looked at Reno. They

had met in Navy boot camp in California and for some strange reason
had been allowed to remain together for the extent of their four-year
hitches. They had pulled duty together, gone on liberty together, gotten
drunk and into fights together, in fact they became like brothers and what

him to meet and hear. She was Negro, very thin, willowy in build, her

color that of dark, well rubbed ivory.
“Tommy Bills, Nancy Ryan,” Reno had said.
“Ryan?” Tommy had questioned.
“Yeah, she’s real hip Irish,” Choo-Choo Babson, Reno’s
short, shiny black drummer had said.
“Pleased,” Tommy had said.

“Glad to meet you,’’Nancy had answered, coldly.
But that had been three weeks ago. Now they sat talking
like old friends.
“You know, you’re a lot more friendly now then you were

a week ago.”
“‘T know you better than I did then.”
“Yeah.”
“No Tommy, you don’t understand. You see, when a col-

ored girl sees a white boy approaching her acting friendly, she gets suspicious and toherselfshe’s asking, whatdo you want. I’m sorry, Tommy,

went for one went for the other. And once, in a restaurant on the East

but that’s the way it is. You wouldn't understand, but it’s a thing that you

Coast, when Reno had been refused service because of his color, Tommy

develop after a while, especially when you do something like I do, singing
with the group.”

had gotten up and walked out with him. Four years had broken away all
barriers and left two young men, about the same height and build, with

“T think I understand.”

similar likes and dislikes, tastes and even abilities, though in different
fields. Tommy wrote and Reno played piano. That and color were the

“Well, I know you’re straight.”
“Tommy, what do you think about the Riders?”

only differences and not enough to even be recognizable as far as they

“Freedom Riders?”

were concerned.
‘This chick really makes it?”
“Hey, you gonna stand here and ask me questions all

en
“Well, I can’t blame them, but I can’t really go along with

night? C’mon, I got another set in about fifteen minutes.”’
“Okay,” Tommy answered, turning out the lights and following Reno down the stairs.

“Why?”
‘Because, well, they’re trying to force something that can’t
be forced, and it’s just that sort of thing that gave us this mess anyhow.”

Ill

“What?”
‘Reconstruction, the period of radical reconstruction right
after the Civil War. The damn Republicans wanted to build up their party

The night was wearing thin into day, already you could
see the edges of the sky beginning to light. The group was playing a med-

and so they forced integration right down the throats of the South and

people don’t forget things like that very easily, not being force-fed anything.
“Oh, before you slug me or call me a segregationist, I’m

not saying that what they were pushing wasn’t right, but there was a
group of people who wanted to do it slower, the old planter class. They
wanted to educate the ex-slaves, make them ready for citizenship. And
let’s face it, most of the slaves were like someone fresh off the boat from

the old country, they had no idea of the responsibilities of a citizen. That
sort of freedom leads to license. But, anyhow, now the Freedom Riders

are trying to force something on the people. And I can’t blame them be-

Tommy laughed, “Really.”
“Hey, young lovers, break it up, I’m hungry.” Reno stood
half out the door.
“See ya,” Tommy said to Nancy. To Reno he said, as they
headed for the car, “Any more talk like that and I'll have the NAACP
wash your mouth out with soap.”
Reno just laughed and began to scat out “Hello Young
Lovers.” Tommy grinned, saying, “All right, but don’t blame me when
that cross starts burning in your yard.”
“Now is that nice?”

cause it’s only natural that people should want something here and now.

“No, but it’d be fun.”

But I cant go along with them because, well, because I don’t think the

“Really!”

effect will be that much good.”
“And what would you do?”
“Take Reno and me, we might as well be brothers, right?”
“¥¢aaS
“Now take a group like that, like the group around here,
when they get married they’re going to marry people that think the same
as they do, right?”
“Yeah” it was hesitant, puzzled.
“So it’s slower, like throwing a rock in a pool, the waves
spread out in circles, and eventually they cover the whole pool and touch
the bank. Because those people are going to have kids that they’re going
to train to think like they do and it snowballs.”
“But it’s too slow.”
“Well, then I guess I’m not a patriot or a freedom fighter,
sorry. I'll just go on doing it my way.”
“Hey man, you gonna sit there and talk all day? It’s breakfast time.”
Tommy hadn’t even noticed that the group had finished

playing and the people were beginning to leave. But there was Reno, his
eyes red-rimmed from lack of sleep and smoke, fixing his tie, ready to go

IV

Maybe next summer
When everything is green and still,
Will robins sing
And soft rains bring
Flowers to the hill.
Maybe next summer
When all the nights are hushed and warm,

Youll come to me
And I shall see
You are safe from harm.
Now, all the world is dead

And summer is gone.
Only a memory lingers on.
But maybe next summer
After the winter leaves the land
Ill look somewhere

And youll be there

out for breakfast and then home to bed and sleep, sleep until it got dark

Holding out your hand.

again.

Maybe next summer.
“Yeah. Nancy, see ya later?”

“Gonna be up there singing tonight, haven't you got eyes?”
“Yeah.”
“Then, unless you don’t feel like lookin’, you’re bound to
see me later,” she answered, coy but smiling.

~ Nice,”

“Yamaguri Bar, Kyoto.”
“Ts that where you wrote it?”
“Well, not exactly. See, Reno got into ajam session there
and after it was over he picked out the melody on the piano. I wrote the

basic line down and after a couple of weeks at sea came up with lyrics.”
“It’s very pretty.”
“Thanks. Look, when Reno comes in, tell him I’d like to

see him sometime tonight. Okay?”
“Sure, but where you goin’?”’
“Up and write, see ya later.”

“Stock question.”
“We're both out of our minds.”

*That’s the world’s opinion.”
“Really.”

“Tommy.”

nS Cale
‘How come Reno never plays that song?”
“Probably forgot it; ask him.”
“*T will. Later.”
V
“Well, why don’t you go home?”
“TI don’t know. Maybe because home is a small town in Indiana that I don’t feel I belong to. And it’s a mighty lonely feeling to feel
that you don’t belong.”

“Why don’t you belong?”
“When I was a real small kid, my back yard seemed like
the world. Then when I got older, it was the woods a couple of blocks
away. After that it was the country outsidetown. Then it had to be the rest

VI
Even the gentlest of dismantling of long-established barriers is loud. But the noice was long since gone. It had been the laughter

of the club crowd the night she had induced him to sing his and Reno’s
composition with her and their applause after. It had been the furious
sound of the typewriter on that night he had first kissed her.
And, by the time the tinkling and chiming of falling barriers had ceased, it was mid-July. Tommy was writing at a furious pace

these days, writing with greateningintensity, loving. Lifewas exciting even
if the events weren't.
“You ought to marry her, Tommy; then you’d eat decent

for a change.”

of the world and in that respect, I’m still that small kid in the backyard,

“It'd cost too much to get her hair unkinked so’s I could
take her home to mother.”

there’s a lot of hidden corners and adventures I have yet to see. Ah, I’m
like the wind, gotta keep movin’.”

“What kinky hair?” said Reno, running his hands over
his almost shaven head.

“But you stayed in Frisco.”
“Lot to see there.”

“Want to go back?”
“Yes, no, always and never.”

“Meaning... ?”
“T don’t like small Ohio towns or cities any better than those
in Indiana; Ill always feel like a stranger here.”

“That’s us in this country,” she spoke very softly.
‘IT know,” he answered the same.

“You really do, don’t you?” She crossed the room and put
her palm on his cheek, her seemingly light skin dark against his. Blue

“That’s not funny, either one of you.” Her voice was hurt.
“Hey,we're just kiddin’.”’
“I’m sorry, honey.”
Suddenly her mouth began to twitch at the corners and

spread into a grin, “You two,” and they all laughed.
This was the way it went for the rest of July and into August. They.met at the club, laughed, sang, kidded, talked about many

things, or she would go up and fix meals for him. And after sessions or
during the day, Reno, Choo-Choo, and other members of their crowd

would join them, and they would drink, play records, and have discussions covering society to weather.

eyes looked into dark brown for a long moment as he stood up. Then

The times were swinging, the blue, funky note melody that

he bent his head and kissed her, his lips as soft as the brush of a snow-

had been playing background when he arrived in town had long since

flake.

faded and it was replaced by a high swinging hard bop number and the
vibes that chuckled in and out were the sound of high, happy laughter.

“Why did you do that?”

Vil

“Yeah.”

“Mr. Courtney ?”

tt. an
“Look, Matt Dennis does it.”’
Wilkes ys

“Yeah?” answered Reno.
‘‘T’m John Blaine, Royal Records.”
—
“Sit down. Coffee?”

Vill
“But I don’t know about meeting parents.”
“It’s not me meeting yours, it’s you meeting mine.”

“Yes, please. Mr. Courtney, have you ever thought of recording?”
“Like what musician hasn’t. Of course I have.”
““T’ll be truthful, I came here to scout Miss Ryan. However,
I think we could do very well by giving the whole groupatrial. Are you
interested?”

“Right.”
“Just out of curiosity, who wrote the song, the blues that
the guy sang duo with Miss Ryan?”
“You can call me Nancy,” she chimed in, “Tommy wrote

the lyrics and Reno wrote the music.”’
‘Actually Tommy wrote the whole thing.”
“Actually I wrote it down and added lyrics, but it’s Reno’s
melody.”

“Meaning?”

“That didn’t sound right, but you know what I mean.”
“Okay.”
“Besides, I think mother already guesses. When I took the
record home, she asked about you and I think I was too emphatic in my
description. Mothers are like that.”

“That’s why I don’t write home too often. That and the
fact I swore that until I achieved some part of fame I wasn’t going to do
more than send postcards anyhow.”
“Tf this record sells, we’re on our way, all the way.”
“You, me and Reno, just like it used to be, like Reno and I

used to dream on board ship.”

“Wait a minute, please. So it’s an original. Have you
written any others?”
“Not really; got a few ideas, though.”
“Well, who does the lyrics for the songs you do together?”
“Like, “Let’s Call the Whole Thing Off and ‘Let’s Get Away

From It All’?”

“Bills and Courtney, Mr. and Mrs. and friend.”
He looked at her strangely, “Oh yeah?”

“That’s my dream,” softly.
“Boy, you Irish women sure think big.”
“Yazza, Missa Bills, we’ze allas thinkin’ a mar’ge. How do

you like my brogue?”’
“Uh huh.”

“The racists are exactly right, you’re impossible, incorri-

“That started out as a joke. Nancy got me up there to sing
‘Maybe Next Summer’ and the crowd kept us singing. Since this is sort

gible, hard-headed, and I love you.”

of an informal place, we kept it up.”
“Ever get any gripes on the racial lines in the songs?”

“You know something else, we’ve been hiding here around
this club like we were ashamed of something. How aboutapicnic this

“Only a few dirty looks and they don’t count.”
“Why don’t they?”
“Because we’re saying something and if they don’t like it,
that’s tough.

3°

“Okay. I think we’ll make the trial with both singers and
the trio plus the trumpet man.”

“Both singers?” Tommy laughed.

“T know.”

Sunday ?”

“You mean it?”
“Reno can bring Choo-Choo’s sister and the two of you
can pack a lunch and well go up to the state park.”
“We'll take chicken and potato salad and beans and, oh,
all that kind of stuff.”’
“No watermelon?”

Saas t2
“And don’t forget to bring your suntan lotion. I wouldn’t want you gettin’ sunburnt.”
“They're right, you whites are arrogant, domineering, selfish and I love you too, very
9

much.
“Really.”

IX
The sea of sun broke over the beach of
shade, sending little droplets spraying onto the
couples lounging beneath the tree. The picnic basket
lay open and remnantsofthe dinner showed on paper
plates. Around the two couples the soundsof the park
swirled and soared like a symphony, the high sounds
of children, the rustle of the wind in the trees above
them, the mingled sounds of several radios, the

laughter and talk of men and women. Two men were

walking by.
‘He must like that black lovin’,” one

of them said rather loudly to his companion. Tommy looked quickly their way. He felt Nancy’s hand

tighten on his arm and sensed Reno’s movement
behind him.
‘Aw, you've hurt his feelin’s, Al,” said
the other with mock sincerity.
‘Somethin’ you don’t like?” Tommy

rose from beneath the tree. He heard Nancy call his

name and felt her try to stop him, but he was up and
walking toward the man. ““Somethin’ you don’t like,

buddy?”
“Look boy, you want to play around

with niggers, don’t come here in front of the little
kids, you might give them wrong ideas.”
“Like?”
“Like nigger’s people.”

Tommy heard Nancy crying softly behind him and the soundactedlike someonehad given

him a jolt of electricity. “You son of a—” he swore, lunging for the
man. The man was ready for him, easily blocked his wild punch and
countered with a punch that sent Tommy sprawling.
“Now take that black whore of yours and get out of this

park. And you take one step, nigger, Il kill you,” the man swung to
face Reno who had started for him. The man’s companion stood next
to him. Tommy got slowly to his feet, rubbed his lips witha finger,
looked at the blood, then at the man.
““He’s mine, Reno, stay out of it,” starting again toward
the man, slowly.
“Come on, niggerlover, and [ll kill you.”

“Sure you will, you—, sure you will.”
Nancy was crying. A crowd was gathering. The air was

full of various cries of derision and support. Tommy heard none of
them. He concentrated on the red, flushed face of the man in front of
him. For Tommy, the world was deathly quiet, calm. The man had a

chipped incisor tooth, his nose was peeling from the sun, his hair had
a greasy look, and his eyes met Tommy’s and held to them. Tommy
feinted a punch, blocked the one thrown by the man, and sank his fist

into the man’s stomach, doubling the man over. The man made a grab
for Tommy’s chest, an attempt to get him in a crush, bearhug, but
Tommy stepped out of reach. When the man was about straightened
up again, Tommy jumped forward and brought the edge of his hand
down sharply on the man’s collarbone area and the man’s right arm
went limp. Tommy looked coldly into the man’s hurt eyes for a mo-

ment, then before he could turn to leave and run, Tommy began to
rain a series of sharp blows into the man’s stomach, until the man was

‘Dammit, what’s going on here?” The Park Ranger

broke through the crowd that suddenly remembered their voices.
“This damned nigger-lover jumped my buddy.”

“That - insulted my girl.”
‘He means that nigger over there.”
“Easy fellow, you’re through fightin’ here. You'll have
to leave the park.” The Ranger grabbed a lunging Tommy.
“For what?”
“Starting trouble.’
“Startin’ trouble!”
?

OOrTy.”
“This is a public. ...

399

Nancy grabbed his arm, “‘Let’s go, Tommy.”
"NO; you can Gy"
Reno grabbed his other arm, “It’s Baltimore all over
again. Let’s go.”

The girls had gathered up the picnic supplies and they
all walked toward the parking area. Tommy was seething. Behind
them some of the crowd were yelling derisive comments. Tommy started to turn and answer, but Nancy’s “Please” stopped him. The veins
in his forehead were standing out with the anger he felt and the frustration that accompanied it. At the car he sworea sharp, agonized,
“Damn,” and punched the fender of the automobile hard enough to
dent it. “And I thought I knew... damn!” Nancy took his hand and
they held on to each other tightly.

X

breath.Tommy listened until he almost had it, then locking his fingers

Autumn was approaching rapidly. Blaine of Royal Records had come up to tell them that the record was selling very well and
the company was thinking about cutting another.

together into one fist he raised both arms high and brought the double
fist down on the back of the man’s neck. He fell like a poled steer.

“IT wouldn’t be surprised if you kids were to geta call
from New York soon. The company’s been getting requests for per-

Breathing heavily himself, Tommy spun to face the
man’s friend. He had grabbed a beer bottle from one of the now silent

sonal appearances from you and they want to know if youl let them
manage you. You people are on your way.”

bent over double again. The man was trying desperately to get his

spectators and broke it off. He advanced toward Tommy with the

“The sooner we leave here, the better.”’

jagged neck in his hand. Tommy crouched and got ready. He remem-

“Don’t you like this town?”

bered the time in Sydney, he’d been backing up Reno then. The man

“Just don’t like the Midwest and other reasons,’ Reno

coming at him knew what he was doing and Tommy figured he was
going to get cut.

smiled, looking at Tommy and Nancy.
“You two go together?”

45
They came on the defensive. “Yes,” Tommy answered.

When he walked back to the table, he was smiling. “‘He’s ready to

“Whoa, Tommy, I think it’s a hip thing,” Blaine an-

leave tonight.”
BES say
“He can’t, though. It'll take Lee and Choo-Choo a couple

swered. “Besides, I’ve been in this business too long. The way you two
sing together isn’t all natural talent. I just wanted to know for sure.
Before you ask why, [ll tell you. To wish you all the luck in the world,
because I wouldn’t have the guts to try it. Okay?”
—

“Thank you, very much,” Nancy answered, looking at
Tommy. “But I think we’ve got the luck we need in each other.”
“True. Well, see you all soon.”

days to get ready and he can’t leave either of them behind, we need a
bass and drums man ormenor — butwhat the hell, we can go tonight.”’

“How?”
“You go pack a bag or whatever you'll need and meet

me at the bus station.”
“Where will we stay?”

XI
It was a ghetto. Most of the houses hadn't been painted
in years, toys, broken and new, rusted and shiny, new cars, old cars,

children everywhere. Here and there a well-kept house and yard stood
out like a sore thumb. Andaspirit filled the air, of defiance, of defeat,

of suffering, of anger. And it resulted in the loud clothes, the boisterious, forced-gay, loud talk and joking, the attempts at bleached skin,
hair made straight instead of kinky, vice, crime, narcotics, and hate.

“You get a room and I get a room and then we get married as quick as possible. By that time Reno’ll be there with the boys

and Bills and Courtney are all back in business again.”
“You must be kidding. I’m dreaming.”
“No you're not, we’re flying, right out of this cowtown
to the Apple, New York. Now get and get packed. Meet me there at

ten tonight.”
“T love you, Tommy.”

“And I love you,” they kissed for a long moment, then
XII
“Your father again?”
“Yes, he knows I’m meeting you.’
Pe
‘“‘What do you think he feels?”
eae Goo"
“I’m sorry, honey. He said, ‘What are your kids gonna
>

be? [11 tell you what. They ain’t gonna be nothing. They ain’t gonna

broke, “‘now get, woman. We are on our way.”

XIII
The night was late September, misty. Leaves were on the
ground soggy and falling silently through the mist. Nancy stood on

the corner waiting for the bus. On either side of her were two suitcases.
She was humming an up-tempo number whena hand from behind her
across her mouth cut it off. She tried to struggle, but strong arms held

be white or black. They
ll be pariahs,Ishmaels.Well, my grandchildren

her like steel bands. She felt the presence of more than one person and,

are gonna be something. Do you understand, stay away from that

when a voice spoke directly into her ear, it was Negro. But why, raced
her mind. And she got an answer.
“You been hanging around with that white boy too long.
Now you thinkin’ of leavin’ with him?” Nancy struggled.

white. .. .’ Mother understands howIfeel, but she can’t buck Dad. Oh

Tommy, I wish we could leave this town right now.”
“Why not?”

“Where would we go?”

“See, I told you that’s what she was going to do,” he
said to one of the other presences in the dark misty night. “Well, little

“New York.”
‘But what about the group?”

girl, you been away from your kind too long, you done forgot what

‘‘T think Reno’s pretty fed up too and the rest of them.”

black boys are like.” The scream that swelled in Nancy’s throat died

“Do you think. . .?”

against the rough palm. The bus stopped at a stop where only two

“T’ll call Reno.” Tommy walked to the phoneand dialed.

suitcases waited. The passenger who got off looked at them strangely,

then walked her own way.
XIV
Tommy was waiting at the curb when Reno pulled up.
Before Reno could get out of the car, he had thrown his bags into the
back and was ready to go. He had taken only what clothes he would
need and his typewriter. He was flying until he saw Reno’s face.

felt a dent there. It was dusty and wet and turning muddy and a month
or so old and the memory of the day that he had punched this dent
into the car caused the tears to come.
Reno sat there and watched him cry. He felt helpless.
Finally he spoke. “Want to go up again, this time with me?”
‘That isn’t it, Reno.”

“I didn’t think so.” He asked no questions, but got all

“What’s wrong?”

the answers.

““Nancy’s in the hospital.”
“What?”

home, hell that day in the park, now this. If I go up there and get my-

“Look at all the hell she’s caught on my part, hell at

“Rape.”

self cut or killed, how is she going to feel? That would be another hurt.

“Who?”

And if I don’t go in, she has no faith in me, and it hurts, but better

““Negroes.”” Then to Trommy’s strained, puzzled look,

this than the thought that I was killed trying to get to her. I can still
see her face that day I fought that guy. No, better this hurt than the

“It works both ways.”
*Let’s go.”

“They’re waiting for you.’

other.”
?

“Good.”

“We could call the cops.”

“We'd just postpone it, something would happen, and

“Man, these guys have got knives.”’

happen and happen and all because she was with me. Don’t tell me

“Good.”

things have been happening for years, this is different. She has to belong somewhere. Maybe I’m being weak, Reno, but the whole thing’s
got me sick to my stomach. We couldn’t fight them all. This is a bless-

“There’s only two of us.”
“One of us. It’s my fault, I go in.”
When he stepped out of the car, he stood for a moment
and looked up the long flight of stairs leading to the front of the hospital. He could see the dark figures waiting among the pillars on the

ing in disguise, like that Park Ranger that day. Hell, I love her, Reno,

Ilove her... .”
After a while, Tommy said in a quietly controlled voice,

big porch.They’ll have me and be gone before anyone notices. He
started up the stairs. Ahead five young Negro men stepped out of the

“Drop me at the bus station.”’

shadows and stood waiting. Tommy walked slowly. Reno sat in the

“IT don’t know, wherever the first bus is goin’. Anywhere
far away. Frisco, New York.”

car wishing Tommy hadn’t sworn him to waiting. “That fool1l be

“Where you goin’?”

killed.”’

“Frisco?”

Yokosuka, Kobe, Manila, Hong Kong, Sydney, Londor, Rome, me and Reno seen them all, and fought in them all, and it

“I guess so.”
““Let’s go.”

ends alone in this damn town, they Ul cut me, cut me bad, Nancy I’m

“What are you talking about?”

sorry, Ive only brought you grief, the picnic,
yourparents, now this,

“T didn’t think you’d go in.”
“Why?”
“The world wasn’t ready for you two.”

and....

The young men broke into laughter when Tommy stopped and after a long moment staring up at the building, turned and
started back down. At the car, he felt the tears coming to his eyes and

he pressed his hands tight against the door. He opened them when he

“But, the trio.”
“Needs a singer.”
“wel...”

“Don’t say it.”
‘*‘Choo-Choo, Lee?”

“They may catch up, they said. They don’t know.”
“All my damn fault.”
“No, brother, the world’s fault. You were ready for it,

but it didn’t dig the changes.”
“Frisco.”
Tommy reached up and turned on the radio as Reno

pulled away from the curb. The announcer went into long rhapsody
about the coming record and the fame awaiting the artists, a swinging
young group. The little car sped, swishing down the wet street.

And it ended on a blue note. It was oneof those misty
nights in late September. It was raining and yet it was not. The very
air was moisture that caused the night to shine with the same misty
glow that comes from an eye misted with sudden emotion. The streets

reflected the myriad glowing, colored lights that man has chosen to
string and fix to the cold, grey, austere stone facadesof his buildings.
The automobiles that prowled and raced down the streets swished as
they went and yet in all its reflected glitter, all the apparent gaiety and
happiness that it appeared to hold, the street wasstill grey and underfoot and would remain so after the sudden emotionalmistingof this
night had gone and day again dawned to be lived. It ended on the

blue note that had teaseditself into a sad, funky, minor melody that he
had heard many times before, sung by a voice he wouldhear forever.
Maybe next summer

After the winter leaves the land
Ill look somewhere

And youll be there
Holding out your hand.
Maybe next summer....

Bare Trees
Against the Sunset

To Think
Sometimes I close my eyes
To feel spring on my face
And the fragrance of nature.

Ebony fingers, grasping for the gold,
Against the flaming heavens
Longing for something to hold.

At home it’s like this too,
I smile.

I never say this out loud.
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The sun drips from the branches
Onto my heart and from there
On my hands which want to build.
by Mary Ann Germek

I feel like a new tiny little bud,
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Lost among the huge leaves and thorns
Of a gigantic old tree.
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A Poet Might

Non - Poets
Where isn’t a poet
There isn’t a heart
Where melts golden thought
It crystals to a gilded song

Chimed to the rhyme
Oflove’s impress
That hardens fast

Held to that timeless tune
Of the good and the true and
Beautiful —

Where isn’t a poet?
by Bro. Robert Hollis, S.M.

Hiatus

To capture in its moment’s flight
A priceless thought, the poet might
Appraise some good till out of sight
His mind’s eye builds of substance light,
And using words he is bound to urite,
A poem of some lofty height.
Then standing back his soul will wonder
Just what’s to come from such a blunder;
Built, as it is, to unseen thunder,
On firmless soil soon crumbling under
Its own light load of thoughts asunder.
He watches as the structure dies,

And with each falling block he sighs;
And fails to feel, to realize
That natural laws, new thought defies.

But he must have something for his trouble,
And searches in the rusting rubble
For some thought provoking bubble;

To catch its fleeing form in essence
And build a temple to its presence;
To hold it in its moment’s flight.
A poem make, the poet might.
by E. J. Doll

The barren hiatus of sorrow

waits to be bridged
with love.

The eternal abyss of despair
dissolves
with love.

The agony of sinfulness
ceases
with love.
The wonder of a soul
fulfills itself
with love.
The wisdom of God

completes all
with love.

by Karen Torppey

Dawn
Life grew there in the quietly lapping waters,
At the foot of the mountain time.
Then in the grey dawn
It took form, emerged from the soothing waters
And died on the cold, wet rock.
by Ted Dinsmore

Tell Me
Tell me,
at home
for Easter,
are the lilies

Dawning
We acknowledge at last our
Total dependence upon
You:
For if You do not hold us in existence at every instant
We cease to be.
For if You do not guide our feet
We cannot take one step
But we must fall.
For if You do not touch our eyes
We cannot really see,
Or if You do not unseal our ears
We cannot hear,

Or if You do not sign our lips and throats
We cannot speak real words,

Words that have meaning,
But must ache eternally and still be mute.

still admiring themselves
in the brook?

And most of all, dear God,

If You do not set free our caged hearts

Oh, no!

I must be intoxicated

Love cannot enter there;

with unerased thoughts.

Nor can it pass
From heart to heart to

Once. You know.
The lilies smelled sweet.

God,

Where, if it please You,
Journey ends and Peace

And pure white.
Does, does
underneath the willow
the bench still sleep?
How grandfather smiled at us.
Tell me.

Becalms the soul.
by Mary Altick

No, no, no.

Life

Let’s hide the key
to this dark door.

Who

Life is like a book with

would

A gay, colorful cover painted without

understand

And a tragedy written within.

us?
by Mary Ann Germek

by Joanne Xenakis

Number 8

Color Blindness
A thousand hues beneath the sun
Multiply the eye’s delight;

Said the wiseman to the youth;

Yet prejudice sees only one -—

“Lift up your heart — be gay,

It measures man in shades of white.

live, seek out truth! Do it
while you are young, possessed

by Carol Doolan

of the flame of youth.”
To the wise man I replied;

“Tf such is true, just what
you say, then I am to believe
your every word. But I pursue

by Ken Knisely

truth, and it eludes me.
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I pursue happiness, while
it hides from my view.
What then am I to do?”
Smiling to me, he told;
**Go into the world, unto
all the areas, and search

until you can search no more.
And then, if you still have

not found it, return home

to the hearth you know so
well. And there it is that

you shall quench your thirst.
For then, you will be as old

as I, and as wiseasI...

I love to plot a data-line

And watch the little dots align
In odd irregular design
Like independent ants gone blind.
SF,

I awoke in the morning mist

to the purple violets wet with dew
to the warmth of the shimmering sun.
I walked in the breeze by spring kissed
and waded througha rippling river

into the soft hues of the rainbow.
I watched the sun bend to the earth
and dusk play with the clouds
and diamonds shining in the new sky.
I wandered into the stillness of the night

and lost myself in the romantic Diana
in the fresh fragrance of the earth’s breath.

Revelation
A flash of lightning, accompanied
by its usual angry growl,
raced across the young,
night
sky, illuminating . . . . even to the far corners
of my soul, the emptiness.

I pondered God’s beauty and goodness
in the magic of twilight
in the sound of the swaying trees.
And my heart melted for all this was mine,
With Love.

by
J.K. Jamieson

Epitaph For Spring
When I was young, Spring was a lovely season
Of crocus and dogwood.

In Spring life came riding in a golden coact
With love as passenger.

But of late, it snows in May.

An empty dog-cart on the road these days.
by Valerie Laczko

by Mary Ann Germek

mM, name is Judas. I am of the twelve
Disciples of the man of Galilee,
Who now reposes here, within the walls
Of your Jerusalem. You sent to know
If any could explain the master’s plans
For conquering the kingdom. Let me say,
( Though confidentially, you understand,
)
That he is of himself not capable

Of rendering you helpless. Let his skill
At slight of hand, his clever conjurings,
Not be construed as any more than tricks.
Be reassured he is a man of peace;
A simple man, believe me, who is not

Concerned with politics or palms and crowns.
He likes to fish and walk about the hills

And valleys like a farmer. He was raised
A carpenter, you know, and can derive
Great pleasure still from building things of wood.

He is the type -- you know -- who likes to sweat.
A harmless Jewish peasant, you would say,

My lords, if you could know him. Oh, perhaps
A trifle foolish or a trifle mad -But harmless. Quite improvident and lax

With money -- that’s his fault. I keep the purse
For all of us, and I can tell you he
Will never win Jerusalem or Rome

By trusting God instead of taking gold -Or grain and meat and vegetables, at least -In payment for his homilies and tricks...

uo

MONOLOGUE FOR PASSOVER, 33 3.0.
What? No! No, no, my lord high priest, I did

Is this: the one whomIshall kiss is he.

Not say he plans to conquer anything!

Why do you laugh? Oh, yes, of course, the kiss!

The people follow him, of course; but they

It will be safe, my lords, and not alarm

Are audience, not army. He does not
Permit us to bear arms or gather strength...
Oh, James and Philip would, my lord, not I!

Iam most humbly and sincerely your
And Rome’s obliging servant.

That blockhead Peter, fiery James, or John -That fawning boy who curries favor by
His sweet dissembling, but is known to have

An adder’s tongue or eagle’s temper. They
Might cause unpleasantness, especially

... Ye, he does,

In fact, both preach and heal on Sabbath days.
Yes, yes, he did, in fact, both flail and chide
The money-changers in the temple. Yes,
My lords, the people did, in fact, proclaim
Him “lord” and even “king” some days ago
As we approached the city. Yes, in fact,
He has become an influence . . . almost
An instigator . . . Strange I had not seen...
I quite agree -- some program must be laid

To keep these rabble crowds in check. A man
Who stirs the populous is dangerous.

He must be stopped -- for his own good, of course.
Now I, perhaps, can be of some small aid
To you, my lords, since I am close to him,

Quite close. He loves and trusts me. You shall see
That we are... near as brothers..... Sir, you said --?
Oh, yes. A sign to show you which is he;
A sign which would seem natural and unfeigned.. .
I have it! -- But you promise there will be

No violence, no bloodshed? Good. -- The sign

The first I named, whose brains are in his sword.
Giving the master over could, in truth,

Be risky business for me... Do you feel,

Kind sirs, perhaps such risk deserves reward?
. .. Oh, minimal, my lords, quite minimal!
I hesitate, in fact, to dwell at all
On such crass matters. Patriotism is,

Of course, my motivation. But you know
That patriots and heroes must have bread,
And meat, and wine perhaps, and now and then

The companyofladies. Oh, I blush
To speak of it before you, but perhaps...

One hundred silver pieces? . . . Fifty, then?
My lords,be just; a patriot must live!
Nay, wait! I could take forty. ... Thirty, then. ..

You bargain hard, my lords. But it shall be
As you desire. The one I kiss is he -Provided I receive the silver now.

by Mary Altick

SOMETNING WORTN CONSIDERING
by Cliff Audretch, Jr.

L.. University of Dayton student body for a whole year has kicked around
the idea of joining the National Student Association. By the time this article reaches the
UD community of students, a decision will
have been made as to whether or not UD will
remain affiliated. But students seem to be illprepared to make this decision. Why is this so?
What happened to the committee set up by
Student Council to inform, to start and carry
out programs, to educate?
Here, bluntly, is the story. Active

many undermining attempts by various groups
and individuals. Now that the job that was

grams on subversion and front organizations,

given me is safely on the road to completion,

communism

there are a few things that I would like to say
as Cliff Audretch Jr., not as the NSA coordinator whose job it was to remain objective.

America, 5) It has a board of national ad-

To say the very, very least, I am
disappointed, for various reasons, and good

University of Notre Dame; Russel Kirk, Sidney Hertzberg, Robert H. Shaffer, and Milton

ones too.

Shapp, 6) it has once already in its history
detected and removed a Communist attempt for
insurrection and power, 7) the work it carries
out serves to strengthen the democracy in which
we live against the surge of communism, 8) it

“NSA is a Communist front. It is
run by a group of liberal outside pressure
groups. It deals with issues not pertaining to
students. It is too political.”” These were the

4) it is both outright and resolutely fighting
in

Africa, Europe, and North

visors with such respected notables serving on
it as Rev. T. M. Hesburgh C.S.S., president,

Spring Regional Convention, Sigma Tau Sig-

charges leveled against the National Student
Association for a long time on this campus.
The answers given were simple,
documented, and impressive, but perhaps fu-

ma). It has informed and educated through a

tile. How can any organization be guilty of

Association of Student Personnel Administra-

weekly newsletter, a speaker’s bureau, thous-

ands of pieces of literature, displays, Flyer

these claims when: 1) it is endorsed and praised
by such people as John F. Kennedy, Dwight D.

tors). According to these organizations:
“The United States National Stu-

News, a visit by the national vice president,

Eisenhower, Clifford P. Case, Logan Wilson,

dent Association, a national organization of

discussions, etc. I can personally attest to the

Ralph J. Bunche, and others, 2) the House Un-

students representing their respective student

many hundreds of hours of work put into this
cause by the handful of committee members

American Activities Committee salutes the work
it is doing, 3) the Attorney General, Robert
Kennedy, not only is the principal speaker at
a recent NSA alumni banquet, but also asks

governments on hundreds of American college
campuses throughout the United States, is a

programs were set up and carried out (i.e.,

fraternity-sorority study, outside-the-class-sem-

inars, political study questionnaires, the Ohio

and can realistically say that their job has been
accomplished even more successfully than anticipated. This was done in the face of many,

NSA to conduct seminars and educational pro-

has the approval of three major organizations
of college deans (The National Association of
Womens Deans and Counsellors, the American

College Personnel Association, and the National

representative, democratic, national student organization. In the opinion of our committee it
is the most representative such organization on
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the American scene.
“The United States National Stu-

dent Association is not now, nor does it appear
to be in danger of becoming Communist- or

left-dominated. On the contrary, the USNSA has
spearheaded and led the mobilization of the
unions of students of the free world in combating the partisan propaganda and distortion of
truth fostered by the Communist International

the current needs and future goals of higher
education and methods of making desirable
changes. Participation in such projects and
study of their results gives members of the educational community new insights into each
other’s ideas and concerns. Assistance is also

will of the body, it would be an infringement of
the rights of the majority to imply that the reso-

lutions speak only for a small fraction of the
organization. The statement that the association
has adopted this or that policy simply implies

Union of Students.”

NSA and is the major continuing concern of

These eight points should be sufficient to answer the charges of the ultra-con-

the association.
As in any organization of this

that a majority of the voting delegates at the
congress have adopted it. A substantial minority may vote to include a minority report in the
congress minutes. While the policies of the National Student Congress do not represent “the
student viewpoint” (which does not exist), they
do represent “‘a student point of view”’ which is

servative groups and the yellow-press which
continually attack the association. But many
more questions arise in the minds of students
and other observers of the organization. I
shall attempt to answer these questions by

type, there are those who could be members but
are not, and there are those within the member-

the most representative that can be obtained by
the democratic process.

making a number of personal observations

represented by its student government members;

national and international obligations which

and by quoting various parts of NSA policy.

but it can, and does, speak on behalfof the

led to the creation of this American national

I hope that some understanding will be fostered
here and some realization of the value of NSA

United States National Student Association, a

all students enrolled at the institution — the total

union of students. It is their continued assumption of these obligations which gives life and
effectiveness to NSA’s programs.
While we are speaking of the in-

NSA assists students in broaden-

of over one million students being represented
at the annual policy-making congress of NSA

dividual, what kind of role should the student
play in his society, does he have an obligation

ing their education experience through services

by members of their democratically elected stu-

beyond his campus, to the community of which

dent governing bodies. And because in a democ-

he is a part, and how does that obligation re-

racy it is the right of the majority to express the

late to his essential job as a student? Some pre-

is achieved, even though these points did noth-

ing during the course of the year to enkindle
student recognition.

to the entire academic community. Programs
which are continually set up aid in discovering

given student governments because responsible,

active and democratic student self-government
provides the basis for effective representation in

ship who dissent from the policy of the associa-

This brings up another good

tion. NSA cannot and does not claim to speak
for the separate views of each and every student

point. The potential of NSA is determined by
individual students. It was their recognition of

corporate body of 383 student bodies, each of
which is itself a corporate body comprised of
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liminary answers to these questions were sug-

a forum and catalyst, an instrument for mutual

gested in a basic policy declaration adopted by
the Congress.

cooperation and action.” This perhaps could

tions, the competing and conflicting nature of
their philosophies, seems to make that an im-

be the answer.

perative.

On the other hand, what is the

But it is true that the association’s

value of student involvement in programs of
political and social action and the integral connection of these programs with the educational
process. While recognizing that a student must

role of NSA? Somewhat descriptively, this is it.
Throughout its history NSA has continually
sought its proper role in American life. It faced
on the one hand, the example of militant and

prime objective should be to instill in the student
a sense of the importance of his position. For
education has always been the essential pre-

devote primary attention to his academic program, the USNSA urges student participation
in legitimate social and political activities. The
student should be an active, informed, respon-

syndicalist student unions abroad; on the other,

ought to help convince the student that he must
have a deep concern about the quality of his
education, that he ought to take an active part
in making it a more perfect experience. There
is a certain sense in which the institution exists
for him. As the sole consumer of the product
education, he can play a significant role as

“USNSA recognizes the great

sible participant in the democratic life of the
campus, local, state, national, and international

communities. The student should seek with interest those problems which will lead to responsible involvement in social and political action.

And in this connection the student should be
concerned not simply with the problems of direct relevance to the academic community, but
as well with those great problems and issues of

the reality of a comparatively settled society, a
society which has never recognized students as
a separate class, and has for the most part
cared little for their opinions.
The association has never fully

been able to accept the role American society
has relegated to students, nor has it been able
to change it entirely. But now that it is more
confident of its own existence, it is able to view
its own objectives with a better perspective. With

this confidence comes the surety that the organization must build its own role by examining

requisite of democratic society. Moreover, it

constructive critic and innovator. Moreover,

concern about one’s own education easily expands into a concern about American educa-

tion as a whole.

To instill this concern NSA can
do a number of things. Through its congresses

our national and international life.’’ This is the

American life and the American university and

and conferences it must give students the con-

answer NSA gives to the question of the student
in society but it does not say where the associa-

student — very little is exportable from other
countries and other student unions to here. Not

viction that they themselves should think about
and evaluate their curriculum, their extra-cur-

tion fits into the picture.
“In committing students to seek
solutions to the pressing problems facing education and society, NSA will continue to act as

only, for instance, is it true that American stu-

ricular activities, and their college living exper-

dents are not a separate class; it is probably

ience. Through its programs it can give students

more important that they never consider themselves so. The diversity of educational institu-

methods and ideas which may form a possible
basis for discussion among students, faculty,

ment, rather than a detraction from, classroom

ards. Therefore it must admit its students on
the basis of their intellect and knowledge, and
award them honor and standing solely accord-

activity.
3

ing to their academic achievements.
In American society, as in all

and administration. It can provide a constant

incentive to make extra-curriculars a supple-

Above all, the. association must

that it will continue to search for its place in
American society. Each year brings it closer to

the time when it will have established its own
particular area of competence. Each year, too,
increases the necessity for its existence. For as

continue to provide a structure through which
students may come together to gain new ideas,

other societies, such principles stand as ideals

the world becomes more complex, and the four

and not realities. Here, then, the function of a

and an opportunity for comparison. The par-

national union of students is to formulate a
concept of the ideal university and hold this
before American students as a goal toward
which they must strive. Additionally, it is NSA’s

year college experience becomes more inadequate as a preparation for life and democracy,

ticular obligations of a national union of students are most nearly unique with regard to

the issues which directly affect students and
higher education. But precisely because the
university community is composed of educated

individuals, and because the university is meant
to be a citadel wherein truth is defended, it has

particular responsibilities within the field of
civil rights and civil liberties. No democratic

society can long maintain its citizen’s rights
and liberties, if its universities are held in bond-

age to an outside force which attempts to restrict the areas of research. It is true also that
no democratic society can continue to progress

duty to promote activity on the part of students

which will help make freedom of speech, free-

its potential as an organization becomes more

vast. Confident that democracy’s best defense
is the education of her citizens, the full education of her most talented citizens, NSA must

dom of association, freedom of access to in-

continue to do its part to meet the century’s
challenge.

formation, equality of admission procedures, a
reality on the American campus. While recog-

my say. I purposely omitted the more obvious

nizing the many differences that exist within the

many forms of American universities, NSA must
enunciate those common principles which are

essential to the meaning of the word university.
Insofar as time and energy will allow, the duty
of NSA is clear: it must serve to express areas

unless its universities dare to provide a forum
for the new and unorthodox opinion. It is

of student concern and interest and must affect
student thought and welfare through its pro-

equally important that in a democracy the uni-

gramming.

I am satisfied now. I have had
benefits of NSA, such as its many services, its

obvious and basic opportunities for students
and student governments alike. To me, these
seem trivial compared to the idea, the role, and

the scope of NSA. No matter what the status
of the National Student Association on the
University of Dayton is now, I can only recommend to the students of next year and future
years that now that the emotion is over and the

Finally, because NSA isa stu-

personality conflicts are passed, somebody take

equality; it should recognize differences among

dent organization characterized by quick change

individuals only on the basis of academic stand-

of personnel and lack of tradition, it is inevitable

the lead and bring to this campus responsibility,
awareness, and leadership at a student level.

versity serve as a model of the question of

